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A Solution to TSO Data Base Problems.
Ab~tract
ihe recentlv (at the be~lnnln~ of 1972) Introduced
Time ~harlnp, Ontion (Tsn) to the IBM Onerntinp, System
(OS) /360 on a model 65 has brou~ht uo the whole
comolex cf mana~ln~ an on-line datn base.
The dlfflcultles were incrensed by the fact that
the IBM suoolled TSO does not orovirle for anv means of
control for TSO user disc stora~e or Its usa~e by the
system mana~ement.
nhservin~ the restrietion to chan~e as llttle T5n-
and 0$- modules as oossible we found a wav to
automatlcally control the on-line space In the time
sharlng environment, and chan~e the degree of access to
the system for a oartlcular user accordlnp, to his
quantity of occuoied dlsc storage.
Fine Loesungsmethode fuer die Verwaltungsorobleme bei
TSO-Hintergrundspeichern.
Zusammenfassung.
nie zu Beginn 1972 eingefuehrte Time Sharing
nctlon (TSO) fuer das IBM Betriebssystem nS/360 auf
einem Modell 65 konfrontierte uns mit dem Problem der
Verwaltung von direkt zugreifharem ('on-l ine')
HIntergrundsDeicher.
"Ie Schwierigkeiten wurden dadurch
vergroessert,dass die von IBM gelieferte Version von
TSO keine Methode fuer die Kontrolle der Renlltzun~ von
Hintergrundspeicher bereitstellt.
Mit der Beschraenkunp, so wenig TSO- und
OS-Systemprop,ramme wie moeglich zu aendern, haben wir
ein Verfahren entwickelt, das den dem Time Sharing
zugeteilten Speicherplatz automatisch ueberwacht und in
Abhaengigkeit von der individuellen Platzbelegung den
Freiheitsgrad der Benutzung des gesamten Time Sharing
Systems fuer jeden einzelnen Benutzer veraendert.

A 50lution To T5n Oat~ Base Problems.
-------------------------'------------
1. TSO anrl the GfK system.
2. Usa~e of on-line space.
3. 50me criteria for an on-line space control system.
4. An approach to an on-line space control system.
-Possibilittes of control.
-Installation conventions.
5. Mew commanrl processors.
-Command processors conventions.
-The commanrl processors AnnSPACF, CTPSPACF, and
5PACF..
-nther commanrl processors.




1. TSO and the nfK-TSO-System.
The Time Sharing Option (TSO) is an
feature to lBM's Operatin~ System OS/360 or
orovides for ~eneral purnose time sharing
whi~h allow a terminal user to
additional
/370. lt
f ac l l I t l e s
-enter programmes and data, and store them for
later use,
-test programmes written in FORTRAN, Pl/l, ALGOL,
COBOL, and Assembler language with special
debu~~in~ aids in some of these language
pro~essors -, and
-run appl ieation programmes interaetively.
Sinee 05/360 does not perform any automatie
removal ('pa~ing') of data from primary (memory) to
se~ondary storage (direet aecess deviees) TSO itself
makes use of a swapping mechanism whieh can be
controlled by the system management by changing the
TSn-driver-parameters.
For keeping user data collections (programmes as
well as actual user data) permanently or temporarily
TSO needs more secondary stora~e caDacity. Thls kind of
stora~e must be controlled in a way that ensures
ac~eDtahle response time in the time sharing
environment.
Reeause of TSO being an additional facility to
OS/360, it offers all OS data management aeeess methods
althou~h the TSO eommand langua~e supports only the
sequential and partitioned ones. The data management
routines inelude alloeation, extension, transmission
scheduling, and deletion of parts of or whole data
sets. The data management routines are called from T50
via the Direct Access Interface Routine (DAlR). DAlR
normally handles catalogued da ta sets, i.e. data sets
whose names and storage volumes are kept in a central
list, the catalogue.
nur TSO system runs on an lBM/360 model 65JK
top,ether with TCAM (Telecommunieation Aceess Method),
APlPlUS (an extension of APL/360) and an installation
written file handling system with graphie support TCP
(Terminal Control Programme).
An lRM LCS is attached to the one




of it at all. In the near future it might be used for
the TCAM Message Control ProRramme, servicin~ the
terminal network on behalf of TSO.
There exists an ASP (Attached Support Processor)
1 ink between the model 65 and an IBM/370 model 165 with
a 3 me zab v t e merno r v , In order to run jobs in the
'hackground', we use the IBM ASP group's TSO interface.
All Jobs submitted from TSO to the backRround are
normally sent to the model 1n5 via a channel-to-channel
connection, however, a user may insist on running a
hackRround job on the model 65 by specifying his
request for ASP. The background jobs on the model 165
send resul ts and rne s s a ee s to a small ASP cornmun l ca tl on
task on the model n5, which catalo~ues back~round
~eneraterl data sets on the model n5's own catalo~ues,
anrl thus makes background results availahle to the T~n
term i na 1 user.
2. UsaRe of nn-line Snace.
n5/360 anrl Tsn make use of four different types of
on-line snace:
-the system residence devices;
-the swaopin~ devices;
-the scratch devices for temporary
-the user library devices for
s to r aee •
data storage;
permanent dnta
The System Pesidence nevices.
The system residence devices contain data sets for
system use only. All rlata sets are orotected anrl the
time sharin~ user cannot change or delete these data
sets unless, of course, careless mistakes are made
hy the computer operatin~ staff.
Amon!': the system resirlence dnta sets is the system
or main catalo~up., which is userl to find existing user
dntn sets. It contains names and locations of da ta sets
or pointers to subcataloRues. Resides the main
catalo~ue, the system residence volumes contain




The swaopln~ devlces contaln Ima~es of deactlvated
oro~rammes whlch have been swapperl out of memory.
~Ince memory 15 a very limiten resource, not more
thao a few (usuallv 1 or 2, very seldom 3) TSO user
oro~rammes can be in memory at the same time (number of
time sharin~ fore~rounn re~ions). All other TSO user
oro~rammes - whtch have been tnterrupted for one or the
other reason, e.g. waiting for terminal 1/0 or access
to a data set, - are swapoed out.
The Scratch nevtces.
The scratch devlces contain temoorary data, where
temoorary means that these <iata must not be keot for
longer than the current terminal session. Typical
temporary data sets are compiler workfiles or the
workftles for the FniT command processor.
The User Ltbrary Devices.
The user ltbrary devtces contain data collections
which usua l l v r ema l n in the system af t e r a terminal
sesston. They essentiallY contain user programmes ann
user nata.
3. Some rriterta About an On-line System.
In a complex environment, ltke a mixen hatch-
ttme shartn~ one, there oup,ht to be adeQuate schemes
-that ensure users and the installatton that thelr
nata sets are keot safe even conftnential, tf
it is that whtch a oarticular user reouires, and
-that ensures the users that sufficlent secondary
soace Is availahle - even thoup,h some users mlght
trv to 'grab' more than they are entttled tOt
These control schemes oup,ht









for some sImple methods of
-expiration date, a~alnst accidental destructlon
and
-password, agalnst unauthorlsed access,
the latter only slnce recently - that Is since TSO has
heen horn Into the world of OS/3~O - /370 Installations
(Release 20). These means can be apnl led only to the
ba s l c un l t s o f l oz l ca l da t a co l l e o t l ons in nS/360 - t he
'rlatr.! s e t s ", Us I nz "nas sword ' o ro t ec t lon Increases
system ooerating anrl maintenance rlifficultles
ennrmously, hut tn some extents it protects data sets
a~alnst unauthoriserl access.
Rut there are still no tools provided for adequate
space control, desplte the fact that TSO has increased
the neer! tremendously. Time sharing users tend to
'for~et' about their work data sets - data, they do not
need to keen for more than a counle of seconds, minutes
or hours. They create new data sets Clnd leave it to the
installation administration to find out which are the
ones to be Rot rid of and which are the ones to be kept
safe.
In principle, there is no difference between what
hatch and T50 users can do. ßut a batch user must have
all his resources completely described before he gets
any service; a time sharin~ user should have, but he
does not have tOt And this is the great advanta~e of
time sha r l nz a s far as the us e r l s conce rne d , If a
hatch job cannot be supplied wlth all his resources,
the system will nrlnt a message and finish off without
t r v l nn to run t he Job a t a l l , In na r t l cu l ar , the s vs t em
knows in advance ahout all temnorary space required, It
can release space no longer needed after termination of
a Joh or job step In order to assign It to another job.
In the time sharln~ environment the sYstem still
has ~ontrol over all Its resources. Rut the terminal
us e r can , for l ns t ance , dvn aml oa t l v a l Lo ca t a ne\~ da t a
sets rlurinR a session wlthout havin~ tolrl the system so
at the he~InninR of his session. Thls Is qulte a
nowerful tool, but it can also learl to dlfficultles for
the Installation when userl by an une xne r l enced us e r ,
e.p-. he can create many large data sets in a very short
snace nf time without hein~ aware of it.
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The system, which actuallv does the allocation for
the user, c~n either ~ccept the request or refuse it.
The user would not accept a refusal without knowin~
~hout the reason. And tellinp, him, th~t the entire
on-line sp~ce has been used up by others, would
certalnly not satisfy him, bec~use he wants his own
piece of the cake. ~o, the space ad~;inistratlon must be
a user specific one. He must be told that he has used
UD his quantity of on-line space and, consequently,
cannot have any more. On the other hand, his quantity
must be p,uaranteerl, so th~t he c~n rely on his share of
sn~ce anrl c~n efficiently work with the whole system.
4. An Aporoach To An on-line $oace Control System
Possibilities of ~p~ce r.ontrol.
There are rlifferent w~ys to intronuce an on-line
snace control scheme depenrlin~ on the level of
efficiency. One can think of three different levels:
-control ~ availahle on-line space
system-wlrle;
-control 211 avail~ble on-line sp~ce within TSO;
-control all on-line space that remalns occupied
for a certain amount of time (permanently
occupierl).
Some Installations mi~ht feel a need to
~rlministrate all on-line space system-wirle. For our
installation the dlfficulties arisinp, with this type of
so~ce control (si~niflcant chan~es in operating system
morlules, performance dep,radation for 211 users
includin~ bateh) were out of proportion to what we
wanterl. There is no need to control our batch users
because of the system of usa~e of our on-line storaRe
volumes: the system resldence volumes contain protected
system libraries unn thus are not avallable for user
creation of nata sets. All other llbrarles (except for
T~n ~nrl scratch) are sharen amon~ ~roups of users, and
these llbrarles are assi~nerl to the user ~roups anrl
nre~llocaterl on rlerlicated volumes by the installation.
The scri'ltch volumes are re~ularly cleanen. With these
rules we rlld not have any problems before TSO was
Introrlucerl, anrl therefore w~ harl po reason to chanp,e
the cond I t lo ns for the ba t ch us e r s (wh l ch l s the
m~jorltv of our users, anvway) - who never use T~O and
who no not care ahout Tsn.
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Con t r-o l l l ng a l l av a l l ab l e Tsn on-i l l ne s oace was
th~ a~tual alm. TheoretlcCllly, thls lncludes permanent
as well as temporary data sets on volumes dedicated to
TSn. In orrler to unde r s t and at which times ac t lons for
soaee eontrol become necessarv, look at a 1 Ist of TSO
rfata set alloeatlons:
Allocatlon Stage 1 (not user-soeeifle).
non-temporary
(oe rmanen t )
- TSO rlrlver parameter lib.,
- user attrlbute data set,
- TSO messa~e data set,
- lnnON proeerfure llhraries,
- swap data sets;
temporary
- TSO dump data set,
- system dump data set
(both may requlre 'new'
on v l ine s pace l r
Allocatlon takes place whenever T50 is hrou~ht UP. At this
s t aze no soace con t ro l Is ne ces s a r v .
Allocatlon Sta~e 2 (user-soeclfie).
non-temnorary
(oermanent)
- HElP - 1 l b r a r l e s ,
- command orocedure llb.,
- libraries for automatie
1 l b , call du r l ng LINK and
LOAr)GO,
- default 1/0 data sets
(which might require 'new'
space if data sets are al-
located rather than terminal
f l l es J)
temoorarv
- orimary F.DIT workfile
(requires 'new' space);
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Allocation takes place whenever a user lo~s on. By
specifyin~ a procedure name in the lOGON command he
selects a special set of allocations. The prlmary EOIT
workfile will be deleted after the end of a session or
after some operations of EDIT during which a secondary
FOIT workfile will be createn. But in order to
~uarantee each user an amount of space he can work
with, we allocate the workfiles on derllcated 'workflle'
(scratch) volumes.
Allocation Sta~e 3 (user-speclfic).
non-temoornrv
(oermnnent)
- object code for lan~un~e
processors: FORT, A~M,
PLI, anrl PLlr.,
- load code after LINK,
- resultin~ data sets after
MERGE, r.OPY, FORMAT,
- 'oermanent' copy of EDIT
workflle after SAVF.,




- seconnary FnlT workfile,
crenterl by EnlT subcommAnds
MERGE, RFNUM, ann FORMAT,
- workfiles for lAn~uAge oro-
cessors,
- object code nfter RUN,
- arbitrary rlatn sets after
ALLOCATE, without n data
set nAme specifierl;
These are the dynamic allocations. The terminal user
issues R commnnd or subcommanrl to request action of the
allocntion service routines. All allocAtions in Stage 3
normAllv require 'new' spece, unless an opernnd (where
Aool iCAble) oLn or SHR is soecifierl or an existin~ dnta
5ets is to be overwritten. In the lntter CAse new dntn
set extents mi~ht become necessnry, so even then the
arnoun t of userl snace wl l 1 be ex t e nded ,
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Allocations for temporary space are routed to scratch
volumes, since they do not remain in the system after
the user's lOAOFF.
In o r de r to achieve registration of a l l 'new'
soace allocaterl at the above mentionerl occasions (stage
3), it woulrl be necess~ry to modify not only the
nvnA~ic Allocation Interf~ce Routine (DAIR) but also
some nirect Access Oata Set Mana~eMent (OAOSM) modules.
Therp. are two ways of keepin~ track of the amount
nf user-al1ocaterl soace:
After notification of a user's request for
soace, we can compute all his space previously
allocaterl. This woulrl obviously take a lot of
time durin~ each allocation and therefore it
woulrl decrease allocation performance
enormollsly.
The other way is to look up his previously
allocated space in a 'keep-list'. This amount
nlus what he requires now, must then be compared
with a limit of allowed SDace. Then - if the
user m~y have what he wants - we had to hand his
request to the os all~cation routines and see
whether the OS supplies what he has askerl for or
not. If his request was successful, we must
eventu~lly update the look-up table.
Roth ways, computing all of a user's allocated
sDace, or consulting and updating a look-up table at
each allocation, would arld an unbearable amount of
nverhead to the allocation Mana~ement. Both solutions
require a tremenrlous amount of chan~es to OS and Tsn
modules, which exceerls the caoacity of our
iMolementation and maintenance staff. Thus, we decided
to count the user's permanent soace only once a
session, which - in orrler to make him respond - takes
olace at the beginnin~ of each session.
In achieving our aim and observing objective and




In the time before TSO was introrluced to the users
of our installation, no user was allowerl to allocate
his own per~anent rlata sets. r,roups of users sharerl
preallocaterl librartes - if they harl tOt There was a
very lJmited number of users who knew how to maintain a
lihrary. Thts sttuation had to be changed with T50,
unless the tnstallation dirl not intenrl to take
advanta~e of useful features ltke, for example, the T50
data set type qual ifiers.
Since we did not want to chanp,e this situation for
the normal hatch user (who had never heard of T50) but
on the other hand wanted to keep track of the data sets
allocated by a specific user (for example with the help
of the first qual ifier of the data set name), we
introduced some restricttons to TSO user's permanent
data se t s e
-the data sets must reside on T50 derlicated
volumes. This can be achieverl by using the unit
fielrl in the user attribute da ta set (UAnS). At
the end of 1q72 we used four IBM 2316 disc packs
as user 1 ibrary volumes for some 170 users.
-the data sets must follow the TSO namin~
conventions. This means that the first index of
t he data se t name rnust be t he owne r ' s (bv
deftnition: the creator's) User identification.
In order to senarate catalogue entries for system
data sets from T50 user data sets, we establtshed a
special Tsn subcatalo~ue, the main catalo~ue havin~
nnly index pointers for each authoriserl user. People
with no pointer in the main catalop,ue must not allocate
s pac e , be cause t he l r a l t oc at l on will lmol v a full da t a
set entry instead of an index entry in the main
catalop,ue, which - top,ether with the data set - will be
scratched.
In order to keep the user library volumes clean,
we established a special scratch programme: all the
data sets which reside on library volumes but do not
have all the above nroperties, will be deleted. This
scratch programme can be run once a week, every day or
~ore or less frequently. We are quite satisfied with
runntn~ it once a week but we ~ight begtn runntng it
more often with the increasing number of users, so~e of
whnm either f l aun t , o r t h r ouzb l zno r ance , break ou r
r.onventtons.
Temoorarv data sets, on the other hand, are keot
strictlY senarated from the oerment data sets. Thev are
kent on dedicaterl scratch volumes. This in("lurles "'11
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compiler workfiles, which initially were intended (by
IßM) to reside as well on volumes pointed to by the
unit field in the user attribute data set, but we
decided to have them on the scratch volumes. The
scratch volumes are cleaned off after each Initial
Pro~ramme Load (IPL). At the moment we use two IßM 2316
disc packs as scratch volumes.
With these rules it is possible to control
automatically the space allocated by auser. As already
mentioned we compute the allocated and used space riRht
after LnnON without the user noticinR it, makinR use of
the fact that the first index of each data set name is
the nwner's identification. The calculated space is
comoarerl with a oredefined limit. The 1 imit is user
snecific, too (and can be different to the standard
value). When a user exceeds his 1 imit, he is
immediately 10RRed off, ntherwise prncessin~ continues
normally. In the first case, hnwever, we ~ive him the
possibility tn lOR on a~ain with a special LOGnN
nrocedure whi~h allows him to renrRanise his data sets.
With this form of control the user ~an work freely
during a session, even allocate larRe permanent data
sets. We believe it is more advanta~eous than
inconvenient, especially, when a user tests a
prn~ramme. So,the only thing, which the user must keen
in mind, is to make sure that he is wit~in his limits
by the end of the session, in order to avoid wasting
time during the fol lowinR LnGnN.
To real ise this type of control and to enable the
user to check the amount of space he has already
allocated, a few new command processors had to be
written. ßut concerning changes to OS and TSO modules:
there are no changes to OS modules at all, and changes
to Tsn modules were kept to an absolute minimum.
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5. New Command Processors.
Command Processor Conventions.
T~O command prncessors are assp.mhler/3fiO wrltten
~rogrammes which perform computin~ functions rp.ouested
by the user at the terminal. They ~et control from the
Tp.rmlnal Monitor Programme (TMP) throu~h ATTACH. Thp.
TMP itself is attached by the LnGnN/lnGn~F s~hp.dulef at
lo~on-tlmp., and provldes the intp.rface between the
user, command processors, and thp. time sharin~ control
pro~ramme.
Most of the command processor's are reentrant
which is not required unless the Installation wants to
make them resident in elther the OS- or the time
sharln~ link pack area. When not resident they run in
the user's fore~round region and participate in the
swappin~; this, of course, decreases the performance.
The interface between the TMP and the command
processors is standardised, it does not depend on which
command is to be attached. The inferface is achieved by
a control block, the command processor parameter list
(CPPL), located In subpool 1 (read-onlY stora~e for the
command processor), and pointed to by register 1 on
entry to the command processor. Thls well defined
interfacp. makes it possible for an installation to
write its own command processors without any changes to
thp. (IBM supplied) TMP, thus avolding difficultles when
tntroducin~ new releases or operatin~ systems.
The Command Processors AOO~PACF, CTP.SPAC~, and SPACE.
The two command processors AOOSPACF. and CTP.~PACF.
are the basic ones of our conceot. Thev set UD the user
limits and accumulate all allocated space quantitip.s





Ar>OSPACE 'user-identification' <C(' int' )/A(' l n t ")
whp.re 'user-idp.ntification' must be a val id TSO
user identification, and
'int' is an inte~er number not~reater than 15.
This commanrl can bp. used onlv by users who are
euthoriserl for the ACCnUNT ~ommand. It is used to set
ihe space limit for one particular user. Since all user
~h~r~cteristics are contained in the user attribute
rl~t~ set, AnOSPACE resets the ~ive" space limit value
to a valid user entry in the UADS, usin~ the
installation field in each entry.
With AnDSPACE one adds (A) or chan~es (C) the
~aximum Quantity of dire~t access space the user is
allowerl to allo~ate. The limit 'S defined as a multiple
of ahasie quantity (at the moment: 100 tracks on an
IBM 2316 disc pack), the factor heln~ the 'inte~er'
specified in the AnnSPACF r.om~anrl (as the factor cannot
he ~reater th~n 15, the ahsolute m~ximum for the limits
;s 1500 tracks for auser). If not specified the
~omMand pro~essor AnnSPACE uses adefault value of 2,
whi~h is a standard value for ea~h user in our
installation. That is, the avera~e user can allocate UP
to 200 tracks on a 2316 pack. The 1 imit can be adjusted
to a lar~er requirement.
CTRSPACE.
This commanrl is placerl in the parameter field of
all exceot one IJH~ON-procedures. It l s called by the
TMP ri~ht after the Ln""N/ln"nFF scherluler h~s finished
the l oeon nrocessinv, s ucce s s f'u l l v , It is e xe cu te d
hefore the user ~ets control at the terminal.
Syntax:
r.TPSPAr~F.
After some housekeeoin~ the oro~essor links to the
central routine (module nSSPAr.~) of the SD~ce control
system. This routine comoutes the allocaterl and used
space for every catalo~ued da ta set 'helonp.;in~ to the
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user', i.e. with the user's user-identification at the
he~innin~ of the data set name, and sums it up. Upon
return to CTPS.PAC~, the total amount of allocated space
is comoared with the limit value in the UAOS.
Whenever the user exceeds the previously set 1 imit
(hy the installation, usin~ AOnSPACE) the command
nrocessor CTPSPACF posts the TMP for LOGOFF after
sendin~ a message to the terminal. The message tells
the user what he can do now: 'ENTEP LnGON WITH THE
PQnCFnlJRF 'oroc-nafl1e'.'. "o roc -naree ' i s the narne of the
only one 10~on orocedure not havin~ CTRSPACE in the
narameter field, thus not checking the amount of
allocated space. The nafl1e of this logon orocedure is
cu r r en t l v KI LL.
In order to nrevent a user from dodging CTRSPACE,
for exaMole, hy oressinR the attention key, we
estahlished our own STAX FXIT routine. This routine
gets control first if an attention interruot occurs,
and - after sending 1'1 messa~e to the terminal - it
nosts the TMP for LOGnFF.
SPACE.
This command may be used by the terminal user in
order to check how much space he has allocated and how
much he has used.
Syntax:
SPACE <'dsname'/ALL>
Tyoing the operand ALL the user gets 1'1 1 ist of his
data sets, showin~ the allocated and used space in
tracks for each data set, and the names of the volumes
on which the data set resides. Using the operand
'dsname' the user can reauest this information for a
snecific da ta set. EnterinR the command without 1'1
narameter, it displays the total amount of allocated
and used space for this user.
SPACE also links to the central routine OSSPACE
which perforMs the actual SDaCe control functions;
a f t e r return f r orn nSSPACE l t routes all l nf'o rma t lo n to
the terminal. We strongly recommend to use SPACE at
least at the end of each session in order to avoid
trouble while atteMotinR to log on with too much space
a l l o ca t e d ,
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The ~omm~nd Processors COMP~FSS ~nd RFLFASE.
These two command orocessors were imolemented in
order to supoly the terminal user with some tools to
~et within his space limit after havin~ exceerled it.
COMPRESS.
With the ~nMPRESS commanrl a user can compress
partitioned d~ta sets. He can pack a partitioned data
set, because space of adeleted member usually is not
tJsed ap-:ain, unless the deleted member is the phystcally
last one in the data set.
svn t ax :
~nMP~FSS 'dsname' LIST/NntiST
'dsname' is the name of the partitioned data set
whir.h is to he comoressed. The operand LIST
imolies a listin~ of the naMes of the members of
the partitionen. d~ta set to he orinted on the
terminal. If the r-mLlST one r and is suno l l ed , no
printed outptJt, exceot the systeM return corle,
annears on the terminal. LIST is the default
f)perand.
After some formal checks the orocessor allncates
rlynaMir.allv the files reouired by the IBM systeM
supoort utfl ity IERCOPY which then ~ets control throu~h
link, in o r de r to achieve a conv l no l ace , It is
oarticularly useful for libraries when members have
been replacerl or deleted quite often; the data set




The RELEA~E commanrl is useful in releasin~ unused
hut allo~aterl space for a data set.
Svntax:
RELEASE 'list-of~rlsnames'
'list-of-dsnames' is a list of names of existin~
data sets, whose unused space is to be released.
The 1ist may conslst of onlv one data set name.
The data sets may be sequentlal or partltloned.
6. The LOGON Procedure KILL.
Any user who has exceeded his limit of allocatable
spa~e cannot lo~ on wlth any of the normal LOGON
procedure s , If he t r les, he wI 11 r ece i v« t he me s sage ,
that he has exceeded his space limit and that he can
log on onlv with a special orocedure, whose name is
'KILL'. Then the system will automatlcally log hirn off.
This will hanpen as lon~ as his amount of allocated
spa~e exceeds his limit.
~o, in order to reor~anise his rlata sets the user
has to log on wlth the pro~erlure KilL. This procedure
does not check the amount of allocaterl space after
lnnnN. Thls orocedure does not oermit all T~O commands,
hut only a very llmited subset of them. This suhset
~onslsts only of data mana~ement commands, which
orovlrle the necessary tools for the terminal user to
get ha~k to the rules, I.e. to de~rease the amount of
a l Loc a t ed s nace un t l l it Is unrie r the user's l Im l t , The
suhset cnnsists of the follnwfn~ cnmmands:
LI~T, LISTnS, LISTCAT, SPACE, OFLETE, LI~TALC,
HELP, RELEASE, COMPRESS, LOnnN, anrl LnnnFF.
In order to prevent a user from using commands
other than these listed ahove, the cnmmanrl name scanner
used wlth the procedure KILL had to he changed
sli~htly. The morliflcation conslsts of an exit in
~ontrol section IKdEFP30 of module IKdSCAN. Thls exit
~ives ~ontrol to a new routine IKJFFP3W whlch either
validates the command name or flags it as Invalid. In
tb e 1a t te r ~ase IKdSr,AN tell s t he t e rm i na 1 us e r t hat he
lU~ed an l nco r ree t command , In order to call the
MOd i f i ed IK, ISCAN mo rl u1ein 5 te a d 0 f t he 0 r igin a1 0 ne
(whl~h must be used with all other ,-nnnN procerlures),
''Je us e a ~TFPLlR-library in the n roc edure KILL which
~ 0 nt a ins t he MO d i f i ed mo rl u1e t 0 l':e t her wI t h IK, IEFP3W•

7. APPENDIX
The following pages contain assembly llstings of the
TSO on-l ine space control system modules as of the











































































R6: POINT TO PSCB
SET PARM BIT FUER PLSPl>.CE
POINTER TC CPPL














ESTABLISH AODRESSIBILITY FOR STAX EXIT
* ROUTINE






IC 7,7161 GET LENGTH OF USER 10
BCTR 7,0 OECREASE OF 1 VOR PLSPACE
EX 7,MOVEL MOVE USER 10 IN DSN FUER FIND
EX 7,MOVEL1 MOVE USER 10 IN USER FUER PLSPACE
LA 7,1171 RESET LENGTH OF USER 10
******** LINK TO DSSPACE TO COMPUTE ALLOCATED SPACE **********
LINK EP=DSSPACE,PARAM=IUSER,ALLOC,USED,PARM,ACPPL1,VL=1
** ENQ ON UADS SHARE
ENQ IQNAME,RNAME,S,8,SYSTEM1,RET=HAVE
LTR 15,15 ALREADY ENQ FOR THIS TASK?
BNZ ENQ YES BRANCH
01 POINTER,X'40' SET POINTER FOR ENQ
EQU *
LA 8,DSN
LA 8,017,81 GET POINTER TO FIRST BLK. IN DSANME
MVI 0181,X'FO' MnVE EXTEND NUMBER IN DSN
OPEN UADS,FIND HEADER BLOCK FOR USERID AND REI>.D IT
ALLOCATED SPACE > USER LIMIT ?
YES BRANCH TO DELETE






* THIS COMMANO PROCESSOR IS THE FIRST ONE TO BE EXECUTEO RIGHT AFTER 00000020
* LOGON; ITS NAME IS PLACEO IN THE PARM FIELO OF THE LOGON PROCEOURES 00000030
* IWITH THE EXCEPTION OF THE PROCEDURE KILL1. IT LINKS TO THE MODULE 00000040
* DSSPACE WITH PARM=X'Ol'. DSSPACE RETURNS THE ALLOCATED AND USED SPACE 00000050
* IN THE ALLOC ANO USED FIELOS. THE UADS ARE READ AND THE ALLOCATED 00000060
* SPACE IS COMPARED WITH THE USER SPECIFIC UPPER LIMIT; WHENEVER THE 00000070
* USER IS ABOVE HIS LIMIT, THE CP SENDS A MESSAGE AND POSTS THE TMP 00000080
* FOR LOGOFF. 00000090
PRINT NOGEN 00000100
SAVE 114,121"CTRSPACE 00000110
** R13 BASIS REG. AND SAVE AREA POINTER 00000120
** R2 BASIS REG. FOR CPPL DSECT ANO FOR ECT OSECT 00000130
** R11 BASIS REG. FUER STAX EXIT ROUTINE 00000140

































































































































































lOC OBJECT CODE ADDRI ADOR2 STMT SOURCE STATEMENT FOIMAY12 8/10173
101 PRINT OFF 00000610
190 ** 00000930
00021.\ 191 NOWRI EQU * 00000940
00021A 45AO B020 002FC 192 BAl 10,ClEAR 00000950
00021E 47FO 02BO 002CC 193 B RETURN 00000960
000222 194 OElETE EQU * 00000970
195 ** USER IST NICHT PRIVIlIGIERT SEND MESSAGE SET POINTER 00000980
196 ** FOR LOGOFF 00000990
000222 0222 B488 BODI 00764 003AO 197 MVC TEXT+41351,MESSl 00001000
000228 4170 0027 00027 198 lA 7,39 00001010
00022C 4070 B484 00760 199 STH 7,TEXT 00001020
000230 45AO 0220 0023C 200 8Al 10,PUTL 00001030
000234 9608 BOOO 003AC 201 01 POINTER,X '08' 00001040
000238 47FO 0180 0019C 202 B OK 00001050
00023C 203 PUTL EQU * 00001060
00023C IB66 204 SR 6,6 00001070
00023E 5060 B12C 00408 205 ST 6, ECBAOS 00001080
000242 4060 8486 00762 206 STH 6, TEXT+2 00001090
000246 5830 2004 00004 207 L 3,CPPLUPT 00001100
00024A 5840 200e GOOOC 208 L 4,CPPLECT 00001110
209 PUTLINE PARM=PUTBLOCK,UPT=131,ECT=141,ECB=EC8AOS, *00001120
OUTPUT=ITEXT,TERM,SINGLE,OATAI,MF=IE,IOPlAOSI 00001130
000292 07FA 227 BR 10 aOOO1140
228 DROP 2 00001150
000294 229 OPENER EQU * 00001160
000294 0203 BI00 BI0C 0030C 003E8 230 MVC MESS2+1214l,ERl aOOO1170 w
00029A 47FO 0292 002AE 231 B ERROR 00001180
00029E 232 OIRER EQU * 00001190
00029E 0203 8100 8110 0030C 003EC 233 MVC MESS2+l2141,ER2 00001200
oa02A4 47FO 0292 002AE 234 B ERROR 00001210
0002A8 235 EXIT EQU * 00001220
0002A8 0204 BI00 Bl14 0030C 003FO 236 MVC MESS2+12151,ER3 00001230
0002AE 237 ERROR EQU * aOOO1240
0002AE 0217 B488 BOF4 00764 00300 238 MVC TEXT+41241,MESS2 aOOO1250
0002B4 4170 001C 0001C 239 lA 7,28 00001260
0002B8 4070 B484 00760 240 STH 7,TEXT 00001270
0002BC 9608 BOOO 003AC 241 01 POINTER,X'08' SET POINTER TO POST TMP 00001280
0002CO 45AO B020 002FC 242 BAl 10,CLEAR 00001290
0002C4 45AO 0220 0023C 243 BAL 10,PUTl 00001300
0002C8 47FO 02BO 002ce 244 B RETURN 00001310
0002ce 245 RETURN EQU * aOOO1320
246 STAX aOOO1330
000200 250 NOSTAXI EQU
*
00001340
000200 5800 0004 00020 251 L 13,SAVE+4 00001350
000204 98EC OOOC OOOOC 252 LM 14.12,121131 00001360
000208 IBFF 253 SR 15,15 aOOO1370
00020A 07FE 254 BR 14 00001380
255 ******************************* 00001390
256 AEXIT SAVE 114,121 .. AEXIT 00001400
0002EA 18BF 261 LR 11,15 00001410
00020C 262 USING AEXIT.11 00001420
0002 EC 9608 BOOO 003AC 263 01 POINTER,X'08' SET POINTER FOR LOGOFF 00001430
0002FO 45AO B020 002FC 264 BAL 10.CLEAR 00001440
0002F4 98EC oooe ooooe 265 lM 14, 12, 12113' 00001450
0002F8 lBFF 266 SR 15,15 00001460
0002F 07FE 267 BR 14 00001470
268 ******************************* 00001480
0002FC 269 ClEAR EQU * 00001490
0002FC 9140 BOOO 003ac 270 TM POINTER,X'40' 00001500
000300 4780 B03E 003lA 271 BZ NOOEQ 00001510
PAGE 3
LOC OBJECT CODE AooR 1 AoOR2 STMT SOURCE STATEMENT FOIMAY72 8/10/73
272 DEQ IQNAME,RNAME,8,SYSTEMI,RET=HAVE 00001520
000316 94BF 8000 003AC 283 NI POINTER,X' BP 00001530
00031A 9110 BOoO 003AC 284 NODEQ TM POINTER,X'10' 00001540
00031E 4780 6056 00332 285 BZ NOCLOSE 00001550
286 CLOSE UADDCB 00001560
00032E 94EF BoDO 003AC 292 NI POINTER,X'EF' 00001570
000332 293 NOCLOSE EQU * 00001580
000332 5820 B538 00814 294 L 2, ECTPTR GET POINTER TO ECT 00001590
000000 295 USING ECT,2 00001600
000336 IBFF 296 SR 15,15 00001610
000338 50FO 2000 00000 297 ST 15.ECTRCoF 00001620
00033C 9108 BOoO 003AC 298 TM POINTER.X'08' IS POINTER FOR LOGOFF SET 00001630
000340 078A 299 BCR 8,10 IF NO RETURN 00001640
000342 9610 201C 0001C 300 01 ECTSWS,X'10' SET LOGOFF SWITCH 00001650
000346 07FA 301 BR 10 00001660
302 *********************************************************** 00001670
000348 0200 BOA4 6000 00380 00000 303 MOVEL MVC OSNlOhO 161 MOVE USERID IN OSN FUER FIND 00001680
00034E 0200 B078 6000 00354 00000 304 MOVELI MVC USERlOI.0161 MOVE USERIO FUER OSSPACE 00001690
000354 4040404040404040 305 USER OC CL44' , 00001700
000380 306 OS 00 00001710
000380 4040404040404040 307 OSN OC CL44' , 00001720
0003AC 00 308 POINTER DC X'OO' 00001730
0003Ao C505E3C5D940D3D6 309 MESSI OC CL35'ENTER LOGON WITH THE PROCEOURE KILL' 00001740
000300 09C5E309E840o3D6 310 MESS2 OC CL24'RETRY LOGON ERROR' 00001750
0003E8 0607C505 311 ERI OC CL4'OPEN' 00001760
0003EC C6C905S4 312 ER2 OC CL4' FIND' 00001770 ....
0003FO E2E805C1C4 313 ER3 OC CL5'SYNAo' 00001780
0003F5 000000
0003F8 0000000000000000 314 10PLAoS OC 4F'0' 00001790
000408 00000000 315 ECBAOS DC F'O' 00001800
00040C o2C5C90540ClE3E3 316 OUTBUF OC C'KEIN ATTN BEI LOGON ENTER LOGON ' 00001810
00042": 0000
000430 0000000000000000 317 UAOBUF DC 200F'0' 00001820
000750 E2E8E2C90201E4C1 318 QNAME OC C'SYSIKJUA' 00001830
000758 06D7C5D5E4C1C4E2 319 RNAME OC C'OPENUAOS' 00001840
000760 00000000 320 TEXT OC F'O' 00001850
000764 0000000000000000 321 OC 10F'O' 00001860
322 STAXLIST STAX AEXIT.MF=L 00001870
331 PUTBLOCK PUlLI NE MF=L 00001880
336 UAODCB DCB DDNAME=SYSUAOS.MACRF=lR,WI,DSORG=PO.SYNAD=EXIT 00001890
000B04 00000000 387 ACPPL DC F'O' 00001900
000808 00000000 388 ALLOC DC F'O' 00001910
00080C 00000000 389 USEO OC F'o' 00001920
000810 00 390 PARM OC X'OO' 00001930
000811 000000
000814 00000000 391 ECTPTR OC PO' 00001940
000818 0064 392 MIN DC H'100' 00001950
393 UAOREAO REAo UADOECB.SF•••• ·S· ••MF=L 00001960




REloeATION O1CT1ONARY PAGE 1
PO~ .10 REl.1O FLAGS AOORESc 8110/73
01 01 oe 0000e8
01 01 oe OOOOCC
01 01 oe 000000
01 01 oe 000004
01 01 08 000009
01 01 oe OOOOEO
01 01 oe OOOOFC
01 01 OC 000100
01 01 08 000121
01 01 oe 000280
01 01 oe 00030C
01 01 oe 000310
01 01 08 000329
01 01 OC 00078C
01 01 OC 0007E4
U1
CROSS-REFERENCE PAGE 1
SYMBOL LEN VALUE DEFN REFERENCES 8/10173
ACPPL 00004 000804 00387 0032 0069
AEXIT 00004 0002DC 00257 0035 0036 0041 0262 0324
ALLOC 00004 000808 00388 0065 0143 0146
CLEÄR 00001 0002FC 00269 0192 0242 0264
CPPL 00001 000000 00408 0031
CPplCBUF 00004 000000 00409
CPPLECT 00004 OOOOOC 00412 0033 0208
CPPLPSCB 00004 000008 00411 0051
CpoLUPT 00004 000004 00410 0207
CTRSPACE 00001 000000 00001 0021
OELETE 00001 000222 00194 0145
01 RER 00001 00029E 00232 0117
aSN 00044 000380 00307 0093 0113 0303
EC8ADS 00004 000408 00315 0205 0213
ECT 00001 000000 00415 0295
ECTATRM 00001 000020 00433
ECTDONUM 00003 000010 00438
ECTIOWA 00004 000004 00425
ECTLOGF 00001 000010 00435
ECT~SGF 00001 000008 00426
ECTNi'lAL 00001 000008 00436
ECTNNOT 00001 000004 00437
ECTNOPO 00001 000080 00432
ECTPCMO 00008 OOOOOC 00429
ECTPTR 00004 000814 00391 0034 0294
ECTRCOF 00001 000000 00422 0297 0\
EcnTCD 00003 000001 00423
ECTSCMO 00008 000014 00430
ECTSMSG 00003 000009 00428
ECTSWS 00001 00001C 00431 0300
ECTUSER 00004 000020 00439
ENQ 00001 000110 00092 0090
ERROR 00001 0002AE 00237 0231 0234
ERI 00004 0003E8 00311 0230
ER2 00004 0003EC 00312 0233
E'l.3 00005 0003FO 00313 0236
EXIT 00001 0002A8 00235 0373
IDLEN 00004 000830 00402
IH80002A 00002 000096 00046 0047
IHB00028 00006 000098 00047 0045
IHBOO04 00001 0000C8 00063
IHB0004A 00001 OOOODC 00070 0062
IH80006 00002 000104 00087 0080
IHBOO14 00004 0001B4 00153 0151
IHBOO19 00004 000204 00180 0178
IHB0026 00002 000314 00281 0274
IOPL AOS 00004 0003F8 00314 0210
MESS1 00035 0003AD 00309 0197
MESS2 00024 0003DO 00310 0230 0233 0236 0238
MIN 00002 D00818 00392 0140
MOVEL 00006 000348 00303 0056
MOVELI 00006 00034E 00304 0057
NOCLOSE 00001 00033200293 0285
NOlJEQ 00004 00031A 00284 0271
NOSTAXI 00001 000200 00250
NOWRI 00001 00021A 00191
OK 00004 00019C 00146 0142 0144 0202
OPENER 00001 000294 00229 0109
OUTBUF 00034 00040C 00316 0043
PARM 00001 000810 00390 0052 0067
CROSS-REFERENCE PAGE 2
SYMBOL LEN VALUE OEFN REFERENCES 8110173
POINTER 00001 0003AC 00308 0050 0091 0110 0201 0241 0263 0270 0283 0284 0292 0298
PUTBLOCK 00004 0007AO 00333 0215
PUTL 00001 00023C 00203 0200 0243
QNAME 00008 000750 00318 0085 0279
RETURN 00001 0002CC 00245 0193 0244
RNAME 00008 000758 00319 0086 0280
SIIVE 00004 00001C 00025 0021 0022 0251
START 00001 000064 00027 0023
STAXLIST 00004 00078C 00323 0040
TEXT 00004 000760 00320 0197 0199 0206 0219 0238 0240
UAOBUF 00004 000430 00317 0123 0133 0149 0167
UAOOO, 00004 0007AC 00340 0106 0108 0112 0121 0165 0290
UAOOECB 00004 00081C 00395 0119 0129 0163 0173
UAOR EAO 00004 00081C 00394
US EO 00004 00080C 00389 0066
USER 00044 000354 00305 0064 0304
NO STATEMENTS FLAGGEO IN THIS ASSEMBLY
*STATISTICS* SOURCE RECOROS ISYSINI = 200 SOURCE RECOROS (SYSLIBI = 5491



































































LOC OBJECT CODE ADDRI ADDR2 STMT SOURCE STATEMENT FOIMAY72 8/10/73
0203 B7C8 2004 007C8 00004











































































FIND END OF INDEX
PRINT ?
WHEN NOT ND OVERHEAD
PUTLINE




* EXCEPT IN THE CASE WHERE INFORMATIONS ARE NEEDED FOR A SINGLE DATA
* SET ALL THE CATALOG ENTRIES ARE RE~D FOR THE SPECIFIED USER. FOR
* EACH DATA SET NAME THE ALLOCATED AND USED SPACE ARE COMPUTED FROM
* THE INFORMATIONS CONTAINED IN THE VTOC ANO FINALLY ADDED.
* DEPENDING UPON THE VALUE OF THE PARM ARGUMENT THE FOLLDWING INFDR-
* MATIONS ARE PRINTED
* X'04' ALLOCATED AND USED SPACE FOR EVERY DATA SET AND THE SUM
* X'02' SUM OF THE ALLOCATED AND USED SPACE
* X'OC' ALLDCATED AND USED SPACE FOR THE SPECIFIED OATA SET
* X'Ol' NO INFORMATIONS. CALL FROM CTRSPACE ALLDCATED AND USED
* SPACE ARE RETURNED IN THE ALLOC AND USED ARGUMENTS
** 5 ARGUMENTS:
** 1. DSNAME OR INDEX
** 2. ALLOCATED TRACKS
** 3. USED TRACKS
** 4. PARM,CONTROL OUTPUT
** 5.CPPL ADDRESS
* FIVE BUFFERS ARE CHAINED FOR THE INDEX LEVELS.
* EACH BUFFER IS 280 BYTES LaNG. THE FIRST WORD OF THE BUFFER POINTS
* TO THE NEXT BUFFER, THE SECOND WaRD POINTS TO THE NEXT INDEX ENTRY
* IN THE BLOCK TO BE WORKED OUT. REGISTER 5 POINT TD THE CURRENT
* BUFFER, REGISTER 3 TO THE CURRENT INDEX ENTRY IN THIS BLOCK.
* IF THERE ARE MORE LEVEL THE "RESERVE" BLOCK SHALL BE USED.
** REG 11 BASIS REGISTER FUER CSECT
** REG 2 BASIS REGISTER FUER CPPL
**** HOUSE KEEPING
PRINT NOGEN







ST l,PASSLIST SAVE PDINTER TO ARG.LISTE
L 2,12111 GET PARM ADR.
MVC PARM{l1,Ol21 MOVE PARM
L 2,O{11 GET DSNAME AOR.
MVC DSNAME{441,O{21 MOVE OSNAME OR INDEX
L 2,16111 GET POINTER TO CPPL ADR.




























































































































































LoC oBJ",CT CJDE ADDRI ADDR2 STMT SOURCE STATEMENT FOIMAY72 8/10173
000082 S040 B11e 0011C 6S ST 4,DSNP3 00000610
66 **** DSNP POINT TD THE FIRST BYTE AFTER DSNAME oR AFTER THE FIRST 00000620
61 *** INDEX 00000630
000086 41CO BSAC OOSAC 68 LA 12,RETURN GET RETURN ADR. FUER ERROR IN LOCATE 00000640
00008A 910B B6CD 006CD 69 TM PARM,X'08' ONLY ONE DSNAME ? 000006S0
00006E 4160 BOB6 000B6 10 BZ SPACE IF ND BR. 00000660
11 *********************************************************** 00000610
000092 41S0 B900 00900 12 LA S,FIRST+6 GET ADR. oF BUFFER FUER LOCATE 00000660
000096 SOSO B160 00160 13 ST S,LISTl+12 STORE IN LoCATE LIST FORM 00000690
14 LOCATE LI STl GET DSNAME ENTRY 00000100
OOOOAO 12FF 11 LTR 15,lS LOCATE SUCCESSFUL ? 00000110
0000 A2 4110 B4E4 004E4 16 BNZ ER3 ND GO To PRINT MESSAGE 00000120
0000A6 0205 BE9C 5006 DOE9C 00006 19 MVC VDL(61,6(SI MoVE VoLUME FUER oBTAIN 00000130
OOOOAC 4SCO B336 00336 60 BAL 12,oBTAIN GO ro READ DSCB 00000140
OOOOBO IBAA 61 SR 10,10 00000150
0000B2 41FO BSAC 005AC 62 B RETURN 00000760
63 *********************************************************** 00000110
0000B6 64 SPACE EQU * SPACE, SPACE ALL OR CALL FROM CTRSPACE 00000760
65 ** CHAINING INITIALIATIoN 00000790
0000B6 4110 B6F6 006F8 86 LA l,FIRST 00000800
OOOOBA SOlO B150 00750 67 ST l,AFIRST 00000810
00006E 5010 B146 00748 86 ST l,CURRENT 00000620
0000C2 4130 0004 00004 89 LA 3.4 00000830
0000C6 4121 0118 00118 90 LA 2. LENGTH(1) 00000640
OOOOCA 5021 0000 00000 91 LOOPI ST 2,0(0 00000850
OOOOCE 1812 92 LR 1,2 00000660
000000 4122 0118 00118 93 LA 2,LENGTH(2) 00000870 0
000004 4630 BOCA OOOCA 94 BCT 3.LOOPl 00000880
95 ** GET FIRST BLOCK OF INDEX 00000890
000008 41S0 B8F8 008F8 96 LA 5,FIRST GET BUFFER ADR.FUER 1. LOCATE 00000900
oooo oc 41AO B1S4 00154 91 LA 10,LISTl· GET ADR. OF LIST FORM(DSNAME) 00000910
OOOOEO 4165 0008 00008 98 LA 6.8(S) ADR OF BUFFER FDR LOCATE 00000920
0000E4 S06A OOOC OOOOC 99 ST 6,12(101 STORE IN LIST FORM 00000930
100 LOCATE 110 1 GET FIRST BLOCK 00000940
OOOOEC 4110 DOOC OOOOC 103 LA 1,12 00000950
OOOOFO 191F 104 CR 1,15 LOCATE SUCCESSFULL FOR INDEX? 00000960
0000F2 4770 B4EO 004EO 105 BNE ER4 NO RETURN 00000970
0000F6 4530 BICE 001CE 106 6AL 3.GETl YES PRoCESS THE BLOCK 00000980
101 *********************************************************** 00000990
OOOOFA 108 SUCHO EQU * WHAT TYPE OF ENTRY ? 00001000
OOOOFA 109 SUCHI EQU * 00001010
OOOOFA S835 0004 00004 110 L 3.4(S) GET CURRENT POINTER 00001020
OOOOFE DS07 3000 B7AC 00000 001AC 111 CLC O(B,31.LINK LINK ENTRY 00001030
000104 4780 B20C 0020C 112 BC 8. NEXT YES.GET NEXT BLOCK OR NEXT INDEX 00001040
00010B 9S00 300B OOOOB 113 CLI 11 (3), INOEX INDEX ENTRY ? 00001050
00010C 4180 B120 00120 114 BE INDEX! 00001060
000110 9501 300B OOOOB 115 CLI 11 (3 J. DSN DSN ENTRY ? 00001070
000114 4180 B120 00120 116 BE INDEX! 00001080
117 *****SKIP TO ANOTHER ENTRY 00001090
000118 45EO 62B6 00266 11B BAL 14,SKIP 00001100
00011C 41FO BOFA OOOFA 119 B SUCHI 00001110
000120 120 INDEXI EQU * 00001120
000120 IB43 121 LR 4.3 GET DIS PLACEMENT FROM BEGINNING OF BLOCK 00001130
000122 IB45 122 SR 4,5 00001140
000124 4940 B7B4 007B4 123 CH 4,028 FIRST ENTRY IN INDEX BLOCK 00001150
000128 4780 B130 00130 124 BE INDEX2 WHEN YES OK 00001160
00012C 4SEO B28A 002811, 125 6AL 14,RESET ND CLEAR OTHER INDEX IN DSNAME 00001110
000130 9507 300B OOOOB 126 INOEX2 CLI 11 (3 J .DSN 00001180
000134 4180 B302 00302 121 BE OSNI 00001190
000138 0202 B114 3006 00774 00008 128 MVC TTR(3J.6(31 MOVE TTR OF NEXT LOWE~ LEVEL INDEX BLOCK 00001200
PAGE 3
LOC OBJECT CaDE ADDRI ADDR2 STMT SOURCE STATEMENT FOIMAY72 6/10113
0205 6780 6103 00780 00103
B8F8 008F8
0005 00005














































































GO TO GET NEXT INDEX
GET AOR OF BUFFER FOR LOCATE
STORE IN LISTFORM
NO FREE BLOCK IS RESE~V BLOCK IN user
YES BR
SAVE ADR OF LAST BLOCK USED
IS THE BLOCK FREE
YES BRANCH
NO TRY NEXT ONE










INDEX CONTROL ENTRY ?
YES BR
NEXT BLOCK OF THE INDEX?
NEIN ERROR.SKIP
GET POINTER TO FIRST ENTRY
GET MINIMAL LENGTH = :OUNT + LINK ENTRY
MOVE INDEX NAME IN DSNAME
INDEX
COMPUTE
AODRESS OF FIRST 6LK.
IN DSNAME AND STORE
GET POINTER TO FIRST ENTRY



















135 ST 3.4151 SET CURRENT POINTER
136 *** GETFREE BLOCK
137 GETBLOCK EQU *
138 LA 5,FIRST
139 LA 3.5









149 MVC DSNP2141.DSNPl SAVE FIRST BLK ADR. IN OSNAME
150 RESERV LA 5.RESERVE GET ADR OF RESERV 6LOCK
151 OI POINTER.X'Ol' SET RESERV BLOCK IN USE
152 8 READ GET NEXT INDEX BLOCK
153 FOUND NI POINTER.X'OO' RESET RESERV BLOCK FREE
154 READ ST 5.CURRENT SAVE ADR. OF FREE BLOCK
155 LA 10,LIST2 GET ADR OF LIST FORM FOR LOCATE
156 BAL 3,GET GET BLOCK FROM CATALOG
157 B SUCHO
158 ***********************************************************









170 8AL 12, ER3
171 LA 10.6
172 B LEER







































































































LOC OBJECT CODE ADDRI ADDR2 STMT SOURCE STATEMENT FOIMAY72 8/10/73
B774 3008 00714 00008
0004 00004


























































































MDVE TTR OF CONTINUATION BLOCK
NO GET NEXT ONE
SET POINTER TD NEXT ENTRy
RESET THE FOLLDWING BYTES TO BLK
THE PREVIOUS BUFFER IS THE BUFFER
THE UPPER LEVEL INDEX
SAVE ADDR. OF FIRST BLK
Ger NEXT INDEX
IS THE CURRENT BLOCK THE
YES - NO MORE DATA SETS
NO - GET THE BUFFER ADR. OF
THE UPPER LEVEL INDEX
IS THE BUFFER FREE ?
YES
FOR NEXT INDEX IN DSNAME,BLK UP TO
THI S ADR.
GET NBER OF HW THAT FOLLOW THE ENTRY











ST 3,4(5) RESET POINTER TO NULL = FREE BUFFER
CLC TTR(3),NULL ANY CONTINUATIDN BLOCK FOR THE INDEX?
BE LAST NO BR
B GETBLOCK YES GET A FREE BUFFER
TM POINTER,X'Ol' WAS THE RESERV BUFFER IN USE
BZ NORES NO BR
L 5,SAVEB YES RESTORE ADR OF LAST BUFFER IN USE
ST 5,CURRENT
MVI POINTER,X'OO' RESET RESERV BUFFER FREE

































































































































































































LOC 06JE'CT CODE ADDR1 ADDR2 SHIT SOURCE STATEMENT F01MAY72 8/10173
0002CE 251 MOVE EQU * MOVE • AND INDEX NAME IN DSNAME 00002410
0002CE 5860 6778 00778 252 L 6,OSNP1 GET ADOR OF FIRST BLK 00002420
000202 9248 6000 00000 253 MVI 0(6I,X'4B' MOVE '.' 00002430
000206 4166 0001 00001 254 LA 6,1 (61 00002440
00020A 5060 B778 00778 255 ST 6,OSNP1 SAVE ADDR OF FIRST BLK 00002450
0002DE 1843 256 LR 4,3 GET POINTER TO INDEX 00002460
0002EO 1877 257 SR 7,7 SET LENGTH OF INDEX = 0 00002470
00021=2 4180 0008 00008 258 LA 8,8 00002480
0002E6 9540 4000 00000 259 MI CLI 0(4I,X'40' CHARACTER = 8LK 00002490
0002EA 4780 82FA 002FA 260 BE M2 YES BRANCH 00002500
0002EE 4177 0001 00001 261 LA 7,1171 NO INCREASE LENGTH OF INDEX BY ONE 00002510
0002F2 4144 0001 00001 262 LA 4,1 (41 POINT TO NEXT CHARACTER 00002520
0002F6 4680 B2E6 002E6 263 6CT 8.M1 00002530
0002H 0670 264 1012 BCTR 7,0 DECREASE LENGTH BY 1 FOR MOVE 00002540
0002FC 4470 B790 00790 265 EX 7,MOVEL MOVE INDEX INTO OSNAME 00002550
000300 07FE 266 BR 14 00002560
267 *********************************************************** 00002570
000302 45EO B2CE 002CE 268 DSNI BAL 14,MOVE MOVE LAST QUALIFIER 00002580
000306 4167 6001 00001 269 LA 6,117.61 POINT TO FIRST BYTE AFTER OSNAME 00002590
00030A 5060 B77C 0077C 270 ST 6.OSNP3 SAVE AOOR OF FIRST BYTE AFTER OSNAME 00002600
00030E 0205 BE9C 3012 00E9C 00012 271 MVC VOll 61. 18 (31 MOVE VOLUME FOR OBTAIN 00002610
000314 4133 001A 0001A, 272 LA 3,26(31 SET CURRENT POINTER 00002620
000318 5035 0004 00004 273 ST 3,4(51 TO NEXT ENTRY 00002630
00031C 45CO B336 00336 274 BAL 12,OBTAIN GEr OSCB 00002640
000320 47FO BOFA OOOFA 275 B SUCHO 00002650
276 *********************************************************** 00002660
000324 277 LEER EQU * 00002670 w
000324 1B33 278 SR 3,3 00002680
000326 5035 0004 00004 279 ST 3.4(51 FREE CURRENT BUFFER 00002690
00032A 5860 8778 00778 280 L 6.OSNPl 00002700
00032E 9246 6000 00000 281 MVI 0(6I.X'4B' MOVE • 00002710
000332 47FO B226 00226 282 B LAST GET NEXT INDEX 00002720
283 *********************************************************** 00002730
000336 284 OBTAIN EQU * 00002740
000336 1B99 285 SR 9,9 00002750
000338 5090 B730 00730 286 ST 9,ALLOC 00002760
00033C 5090 8734 00734 287 ST 9,USEO 00002770
288 OBTAIN OSCBl GET OSCB FORMAT 1 00002780
000346 12FF 291 LTR 15,15 SUCCESSFULL? 00002790
000348 4770 84A4 004A4 292 8NZ ER2 NO PRINT MESSAGE 00002800
00034C 9142 B636 00636 293 TM LOCAREA+38.X'42' PS OR PO DATASET? 00002810
000350 4740 B358 00358 294 BM GETUSEO YES GET USEO TRKS 00002820
000354 47FO B364 00364 295 8 GETALC 00002830
000358 296 GETUSED EQU * 00002840
000358 4830 B646 00646 297 LH 3, LOCAR EA+54 GET REL.ADR OF LAST USED TRKS 00002850
00035C 4133 0001 00001 298 LA 3,1 (31 00002860
000360 5030 B734 00734 299 ST 3,USED 00002870
000364 300 GETALC EQU * 00002880
000364 41AO B64D 00640 301 LA 10,lOCAREA+61 GET ADR. OF FIRST EXT.DESCRIPTION 00002890
000368 4160 0003 00003 302 LA 6.3 SET COUNT 00002900
00036C 45EO B468 00468 303 BAL 14,FORM GET INFORMATION OF FIRST THREE EXTENOS 00002910
000370 0504 B66B B7A4 00668 007A4 304 ClC LOCAREA+91(5I,NUll MORE EXTENOS ? 00002920
000376 4780 B3C4 003C4 305 BE OBEND NO BR 00002930
00037A 0204 B6C8 666B 006C8 0066B 306 MVC CCHHR(5J,LOCAREA+91 MOVE AOR OF NEXT OSCB 00002940
307 OBT3 08TAIN OSCB3 GET NEXT OSCB 00002950
000386 12FF 310 lTR 15,15 SUCCESSFUL? 00002960
000388 4770 B4A4 004A4 311 BNZ ER2 NO PRINT MESSAGE 00002970
00038C 9503 B610 00610 312 CLI lOCAREA,X'03' IS IT FORMAT 3 ? 00002980
000390 4770 B398 00398 313 8NE ISAM NO - IS AM OATEI 00002990
000394 47FO B3AC 003AC 314 B OBT4 00003000
PAGE 6
LOC 08JECT CODE AOOR1 AOO;2 STMT SOURCE STATEMENT F01MAY72 8/10173
4770 B3E4 003E4
0203 B734 B730 00734 00730
0504 B697 B7A4 00697 007A4
4780 B3C4 003C4






































































ADD USEO TRKS FOR THIS DATA SET
SAVE




MOVE IN OUTPUT BUFFER
PRINT
GET COUNT
GET ADR OF FIFTH EXT DESCRIPTION
GET TOTAL ALLOC.TRKS
ADD ALLOC.TRKS FOR THIS DATASET
SAVE
GET TOTAL USED TRKS
PS OR PO OATA SET? I.E. USED ALREAOY
COMPUTED
IS IT PRINT FOR 1 DSNAME?
NO BR
MOVE THE WHOLE DSNAME
BNE POPS YES BR

























L 3,DSNP DONT 'T MOVE FIRST INDEX
LA 3,lf31 POINT TO SECOND INDEX
EQU *
L 7,DSNP3 POINT TO FIRST BYTE AFTER DSNAME
SR 7,3 LENGTH OF DSNAME TO BE PRINTED








MVI UNPK+1.X'20' MASK 0
EQU *
CLC LOCAREA+135151,NULL MORE EXTENO
BE OBEND NO 8R
MVC CCHHRI51.LOCAREA+135 GET ADR OF FORMAT 3
B OBT3 GO TO GET NEXT OSCB
EQU * INVESTIGATE FORMAT 3 OSCB
LA 10.LOCAREA+4 GET ADR OF FIRST EXT OESCRITION
























































































































0203 B6E4 B72C 006E4


























































LOC 06JECT CODE AOORI AOOR2 STMT SOURCE STATEMENT F01MAY72 8/10173
00045A 0205 B72A B729 0072A 00729 375 MVC UNPK+2161 , UNPK+ 1 00003610
000460 OE07 B728 8724 00728 00724 376 EO UNPKI8I,PACK+4 00003620
000466 07F3 377 8R 3 00003630
378 *************************************** 00003640
379 * ALLOC SPACE = IHICYL*TRKNO + HITRKI ILOCYL*TRK~O + LOTRKI + 1 00003650
000468 380 FORM EQU * 00003660
000468 0209 6738-AOOO 00738 00000 381 MVC EXT 110),0 1101 00003670
00046E 9500 6738 00738 382 CLI EXT,X'OO' ANY EXTENO 00003680
000472 078E 383 6CR 8,14 NO BR 00003690
000474 4830 673E 0073E 384 LH 3,HICYL 00003700
000478 4C30 6742 00742 385 MH 3,TRKNO 00003710
00047C 4A30 6740 00740 386 AH 3,HITRK 00003720
000480 4840 673A 0073A 387 LH 4,LOCYL 00003730
000484 4C40 6742 00742 388 MH 4,TRKNO 00003740
000488 4A40 673C 0073C 389 AH 4,LOTRK 00003750
00048C 1834 390 SR 3,4 00003760
00048':' 4133 0001 00001 391 LA 3,1131 00003770
000492 5A30 6730 00730 392 A 3,ALLOC 00003780
000496 5030 6730 00730 393 ST 3,ALLOC 00003790
00049A 41AA OOOA OOOOA 394 LA 10,10110) 00003800
00049E 4660 6468 00468 395 6CT 6,FORM 00003810
0004112 07FE 396 6R 14 00003820
397 *************************************** 00003830
0004A4 398 ER2 EQU * ERROR FOR 06TAIN UNSUCCESSFUL 00003840
0004A4 4170 65CO 005CO 399 LA 7,MESS2 00003850
0004A8 400 ER20 EQU * 00003860
0004A8 9101 66CO 006eo 401 TM PARM,X'Ol' CALL FROM CTRSPACE 00003870 <.n
0004AC 4710 B400 00400 402 60 ER22 YES NO PRINT 00003880
000460 183F 403 LR 3,15 GET CODE 00003890
0004B2 4E30 6720 00720 404 CVO 3,PACK 00003900
000486 4530 6456 00456 405 6AL 3,EOIT 00003910
0004BA 0203 66E5 672C 006E5 0072C 406 MVC AL+13(4),UNPK+4 MOVE CODE INTO TEXT 00003920
0004CO 020C 6608 7000 006ry8 00000 407 MVC AL 1131 ,0(7) MOVE MESSAGE 00003930
0004C6 4540 6426 00428 408 BAL 4,OSPART MOVE OSNAME INTO MESSAGE 00003940
0004CA 4530 64EC 004EC 409 6AL 3,PRINT 00003950
0004CE 07FC 410 6R 12 00003960
000400 4130 0008 00008 411 ER22 LA 3,8 00003970
000404 193F 412 CR 3,15 00003980
000406 078C 413 6CR 8,12 00003990
000408 41AO 0008 00008 414 LA 10,8 00004000
00040C 47FO 85AC 005AC 415 B RETURN 00004010
0004EO 9608 B6CO 006CO 416 ER4 GI PARM,X'08' 00004020
0004E4 4170 850A 0050A 417 ER3 LA 7, "1ESSl ERROR FOR LOCATE INDEX OR OSN UNSUCCESSFULL 00004030
0004E8 47FO B4A8 004A8 418 8 ER20 00004040
419 *********************************************************** 00004050
0004EC 420 PRINT EQU * 00004060
0004EC 4070 86CE 006CE 421 STH 7,TEXT 00004070
0004FO 0201 8600 67A4 00600 007A4 422 MVC TEXT+2(2) ,NULL 00004080
0004F6 0203 67CC 67A4 007CC 007A4 423 "1VC ECBADS I 41, NULL 00004090
0004FC 5870 B7C8 007C8 424 L 7,AUPT 00004100
000500 5880 87C4 007C4 425 L 8,AECT 00004110
426 PUTLINE PARM=P~Tl,UPT=171,ECT=181,EC8=ECBAOS, *00004120
OUTPUT=ITEXT,TERM,SINGLE,OATAI,MF=IE,IOPLADSI 00004130
000546 024A 8603 B602 00603 00602 444 MVC 6LK+1I751,6LK 00004140
00054C 07F3 445 8R 3 00004150
446 *********************************************************** 00004160
00054E 447 ENDE EQU * 00004170
00054E 9101 B6CO 006CO 448 TM PARM,X' 01' CALL FROM CTRSPACE? 00004180
000552 4780 6574 00574 449 6Z PR3 ND PRINT 00004190
000556 5810 85BC 0058C 450 L 1,PASSLIST YES 00004200
PAGE 8
LOC OBJECT CODE AOORI AOOR2 STMT SOURCE STATEMENT FOIMAY72 8/10/73
00055.11 9B23 1004 00004 451 LM 2.3.4U) GET AOOR OF 2. 3. ARG. 00004210
00055E 5810 85CO 005CO 452 L 1.TOTAL 00004220
000562 5012 0000 00000 453 ST 1.0(2) MOVE ALLOC. SPACE 00004230
000566 5810 85C4 005C4 454 L 1. TOTUS 00004240
00056.11 5013 0000 00000 455 ST 1.0n) MOVE USEO SPACE 00004250
00056E IBM 456 SR 10,10 00004260
000570 47FO B5AC 005AC 457 B RETURN 00004270
000574 458 PR3 EQU * 00004280
000574 0204 8602 85C8 00602 005C8 459 MVC BLK (5), TTOTAL 00004290
00057.11 5830 85CO 005CO 460 L 3, TOTAL 00004300
00057E 4E30 B720 00720 461 CVO 3,PACK 00004310
000582 4530 B456 00456 462 BAL 3, EOIT 00004320
000586 0203 B608 B72C 00608 0072C 463 MVC AL(4).UNPK+4 00004330
00058C 5830 B5C4 005C4 464 L 3.TOTUS 00004340
000590 4E30 B720 00720 465 CVO 3.PACK 00004350
000594 4530 B456 00456 466 BAL 3,EOIT 00004360
000598 0203 B6E4 B72C 006E4 0072C 467 MVC US(4).UNPK+4 00004370
00059E 4170 0029 00029 468 LA 7.TI-BLK+5+4 00004380
469 **** LENGTH OF LINE=ITl~BLK)+LITOTAL)+4 BYTES CONTROL 00004390
0005.112 4530 B4EC 004EC 470 BAL 3.PRINT 00004400
0005.116 IBAA 471 SR 10.10 00004410
0005.118 47FO 85AC 005AC 472 B RETURN 00004420
473 *********************************************************** 00004430
0005 AC 474 RETURN EQU * 00004440
0005AC 5800 0004 00004 475 L 13.4(13) 00004450
0005BO 18FA 476 LR 15.10 00004460
477 RETURN 114.12).RC=115) 00004470 '"
481 *********************************************************** 00004480
0005BC 00000000 482 PASSLIST OC fOO' 00004490
0005CO 00000000 483 TOTAL OC F'O' 00004500
0005C4 00000000 484 TOTUS OC F'O' 00004510
0005C8 E306E3CI03 485 TTOTAL OC C'TOTAL' 00004520
0005CO 06C2E3CIC90540C5 486 MESS2 OC CL13'OBTAIN ERROR' 00004530
00050.11 0306C3CIE3C540C5 487 MESSI OC CLI3'LOCATE ERROR' 00004540
0005E7 404040 488 HEAO OC CL3' , 00004550
0005EA CI030306C34BE309 489 OC CL12' ALLOC.TRKS , 00004560
0005F6 E4E2C5C440E30902 490 OC CLll'USEO TRKS ' 00004570
000601 4040404040404040 491 OC CL12' , 00004580
000610 492 LOCAREA OS 00 00004590
000610 4040404040404040 493 OC CL150' , 00004600
494 OSCBl CAMLST SEARCH.OSNAME,VOL.LOCAREA 00004610
503 OSCB3 CAMLST SEEK.CCHHR.VOL,LOCAREA 00004620
0006C8 C140404040 512 CCHHR OC CL5' .11' 00004630
0006CO 00 513 PARM OC X'OO' 00004640
0006CE 0000 514 TEXT OC H'O' 00004650
000600 0000 515 OC H'O' 00004660
000602 404040404040 516 BLK OC CL6' , 00004670
000608 40404040 517 AL OC CL4' , 00004680
00060C 4040404040404040 518 OC CL8' , 00004690
0006E4 40404040 519 US OC CL4' , 00004700
0006E8 4040404040404040 520 OC CLlO' , 00004710
0006F2 4040404040404040 521 Tl OC CL44' , Cl 0004720
000720 522 PACK OS 0 00004730
000728 4040404040404040 523 UNPK OC CL8' , 00004740
000730 00000000 524 AUOC OC fOO' 00004750
000734 00000000 525 USEO OC flO' ClOO04760
000738 0000 526 EXT OC X'OOOO' 00004770
00073.11 0000 527 LOCYL OC X'OOOO' 00004780
00073C 0000 528 LOTRK OC X'OOOO' 00004790
00073E 0000 529 HI CYL OC X'OOOO' ClOO04800
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LOC OBJECT COOE Aoon AODR2 STMT SOURCE STATEMENT FOIMAY72 8/10173
000740 0000 530 HITRK OC X'OOOO' 00004810
000742 0014 531 TRKNO OC H'20' 00004820
000744 00000000 532 SAVEB OC PO' 00004830
000748 00000000 533 CURRENT OC F'O' 00004840
00074r 00000000 534 OSNP OC PO' 00004850
000750 00000000 535 AFIRST OC PO' 00004860
536 LIST! CAHLST NAME,OSNAME,,161 00004870
545 LIST2 CAMLST BLOCK,TTR,CVOL,161 00004880
000774 000000 554 TTR OC X'OOOOOO' 00004890
000777 00
000778 00000000 555 OSNPI OC PO' 00004900
OOOHC 00000000 556 OSNP3 OC PO' 00004910
000780 404040404040 557 CVOL OC CL6' , 00004920
000786 0000
000788 00000000 558 OSNP2 OC F'O' 00004930
00078r 00000000 559 PREVIOUS OC PO' 00004940
000790 0200 6000 3000 00000 00000 560 MOVEL MVC 010,61,0131 00004950
000796 0000
000798 00000000 561 MOVELEN OC F'O' 00004960
00079C 00 562 POINTER OC X'OO' 000049?1
000003 563 GOG EQU X'03' 00004980
000001 564 VCB EQU X'Ol' 00004990
000118 565 LENGTH EQU 280 00005000
000000 566 INDEX EQU X'OO' 00005010
000007 567 OSN EQU X'07' 00005020
000790 000000
0007 AO 00000021 568 HIN OC F'33' 00005030 ....,
OOQOOC 569 INOEXL EQU 12 00005040
0007 A4 00000000 570 NULL OC X'OOOOOOOO' 00005050
0007A8 00000001 571 DOUBLE OC F'l' 00005060
0001AC FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF 572 LINK OC X'FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF' 00005070
000784 001C 573 028 OC H'28' 00005080
574 PUTL PUTLINE MF=L 00005090
0007C4 00000000 579 AECT OC F'O' 00005100
0007C8 00000000 580 AUPT OC F'O' 00005110
0007CC 00000000 581 ECBAOS OC F'O' 00005120
000700 0000000000000000 582 IOPLAOS OC 4F'0' 00005130
0007EO 583 OS 00 00005140
0007EO 00000000 584 RESERVE OC F'O' 00005150
0001E4 00000000 585 OC PO' 00005160
0007E8 4040404040404040 586 OC CL200' , 00005170
0008BO 4040404040404040 587 OC CL72' , 00005180
588 ******** GANZE AREA 5*280 BYTES + 280 BYTES RESERVE 00005190
0008F8 00000000 589 FIRST OC PO' 00005200
0008FC 00000000 590 OC PO' 00005210
000900 4040404040404040 591 OC CL200' , 00005220
0009C8 4040404040404040 592 OC CL72' , 00005230
OOOAlO 00000000 593 OC F'O' 00005240
000A14 00000000 594 OC PO' 00005250
000A18 4040404040404040 595 OC CL200' , 00005260
OOOAEO 4040404040404040 596 OC CL72' , 00005270
000B28 00000000 597 OC F'O' 00005280
000B2C 00000000 598 OC F'O' 00005290
000830 4040404040404040 599 OC CL200' , 00005300
000BF8 4040404040404040 600 OC CL72' , 00005310
000C40 00000000 601 OC F'O' 00005320
oooe 44 00000000 602 OC PO' 00005330
000C48 4040404040404040 603 OC CL200' , 00005340
000010 4040404040404040 604 OC CL12' , 00005350
000058 00000000 605 OC PO' 00005360
LOC OBJECT CODE ADD<l AOOR2 STMT SOURCE STATEMENT
00005C 00000000 606 OC F'O'
000060 4040404040404040 607 OC CL200' ,
000E28 4040404040404040 608 OC Cl72' ,
000E70 E3E2D6F7F4F94040 609 DSNAME DC CL44'TS0749'
000E9C 404040404040 610 VOl DC CL6'
000EA2 0000
000EA4 0000000000000000 611 SAVEA OC 18F'0'
















RElOCATION OYCTIONARY PAGE 1
POS. 10 REl.IO HAGS ßDORESS 8/10173
01 01 OC 000534
01 01 oe 0006Ae
01 01 OC 000680
01 01 oe 000684
01 01 OC 00068C
01 01 OC 0006CO
01 01 O~ 0006C4
01 01 OC 000758
01 01 OC 000768
01 01 OC 00076C
'"
CROS S- REFERENCE PAGE 1
SYNl60L lEN VAlUE OEFN REFERENCES 8/10173
AECT 00004 0007C4 00579 0049 0425
AFIR ST 00004 000750 00535 0087 0212 0214
AL 00004 000608 00517 0346 0406 0407 0463
ALlOC 00004 000730 00524 0286 0330 0336 0343 0392 0393
AUPT 00004 0007C8 00580 0048 0424
BL 00004 00007A 00063 0060
BLK 00006 000602 00516 0053 0369 0444 0444 0459 0468
81 00002 000298 00231 0235
62 00001 0002AC 00237 0233
CCHHR 00005 0006C8 00512 0306 0318 0509
CPPL 00001 000000 00618 0047
CPPLCBUF 00004 000000 00619
CPPlECT 00004 OOOOOC 00622 0049
CPPLPSCB 00004 000008 00621
CPPLUPT 00004 000004 00620 0048
CURR.!:NT 00004 000748 00533 0088 0154 0203 0222
CVOL 00006 000780 00557 0185 0552
DOU6LE 00004 0007A8 00571
DSCal 00004 0006A8 00495 0289
OSCB3 00004 000688 00504 0308
OSN 00001 000007 00567 0115 0126
OSNAME 00044 0001"70 00609 0044 0057 0206 0227 0358 0500 0542
OSNP 00004 00074C 00534 0063 0361
OSNP1 00004 000778 00555 0064 0132 0133 0149 0239 0252 0255 0280
OSNP2 00004 000788 00558 0149 0205
OSNP3 00004 00077C 00556 0065 0270 0364
'"DSNI 00004 000302 00268 0127 0
DSPART 00001 000428 00355 0342 0408
OSSPACE 00001 000000 00001 0035
028 00002 000784 00573 0123
ECBAOS 00004 0007CC 00581 0423 0430
EOIT 00001 000456 00373 0345 0349 0405 0462 0466
PI OE 00001 000541" 00447 0213
ENDEN 00004 OOOEEC 00612
ER2 00001 0004A4 00398 0292 0311
ER20 00001 0004A8 00400 0418
ER22 00004 000400 00411 0402
ER3 00004 00041"4 00417 0078 0170
ER4 00004 00041"0 00416 0105
EXT 00002 000738 00526 0381 0382
FIRST 00004 0008F8 00589 0072 0086 0096 0138
FORM 00001 000468 00380 0303 0323 0326 0395
FOUNO 00004 000192 00153 0141
GOG 00001 000003 00563
GET 00001 0001A6 00159 0156
GETALC 00001 000364 00300 0295
GETBLOCK 00001 000156 00137 0199
GETUSEO 00001 000358 00296 0294
GEn 00001 0001CE 00173 0106 0166 0169
GI 00001 00011"1" 00181 0175
G2 00001 0001FC 00186 0180
HEAD 00003 00051"7 00488 0053
HIrYL 00002 000731" 00529 0384
HITRK 00002 000740 00530 0386
INDEX 00001 000000 00566 0113
INOEXl 00001 OOOOOC 00569 0134
INDEXI 00001 000120 00120 0114 0116
INDEX2 00004 000130 00126 0124
IOPL AOS 00004 000700 00582 0427
ISAM 00001 000398 00315 0313
CROSS-REFERENCE PAGE 2
SYMBOL LEN VALUE OEFN REFERENCES 8/10113
LAq 00004 000226 00200 0198 0282
LEER 00001 000324 00277 0172 0177 0190
LENGTH 00001 000118 00565 0090 0093
LINK 00008 0007AC 00572 0111
LISTl 00004 000754 00537 0073 0075 0097
LIST2 00004 000764 00546 0155
LOCAREA OOOOB 000610 00492 0293 0297 0301 0304 0306 0312 0316 031B 0321 0502 :>511
LOCYL 00002 00073A 00527 0387
LOOP1 00004 OOOOCA 00091 0094
LOOP2 00006 000151' 00140 0144
LOOP4 00006 000264 00216 0220
LOOP5 00004 000244 00208 0210
LOTRK 00002 00073C 00528 0389
MESSI 00013 00050A 00487 0417
MESS2 00013 0005CO 00486 0399
MIN 00004 0007AO 00568
MOVE 00001 0002CE 00251 0129 0268
MOVEL 00006 000790 00560 0265 0368
MOVELEN 00004 000798 00561
MI 00004 00021'6 00259 0263
M2 00002 0002FA 00264 0260
NEXT 00001 00020C 00193 0112
NOHEAO 00001 000062 00056 0052
NOPR1 00002 000426 00353 0341
NORES 00004 000254 00212 0201
NULL 00004 0007A4 00570 0140 0174 0176 0197 0216 0304 0316 0333 0422 0423 ..,
OBENO 00001 0003C4 0032B 0305 0317
OBTAIN 00001 000336 00284 0080 0274
OBT3 00004 0003BO 00308 0319
OBT4 00001 0003AC 00320 0314
PACK 00008 000720 00522 0344 0348 0376 0404 0461 0465
PARM 00001 0006CO 00513 0042 0051 0069 0340 0356 0401 0416 0448
PASSLIST 00004 0005BC 004B2 0040 0450
POINTER 00001 00079C 00562 0145 0151 0153 0200 0204
POPS 00001 00031'4 00337 0335
PRE 00004 00027A 00221 0217
PREVIOUS 00004 00078C 00559 0218 0221
PRINT 00001 0004EC 00420 0055 0352 0409 0470
PR2 00001 000440 00363 0359
PR3 00001 000574 00458 0449
PUTL 00004 0007B8 00576 0432
REAO 00004 000196 00154 0152
RESERV 00004 000186 00150 0146
RESERVE 00004 00071'0 00584 0150
RESET 00001 00028A 00226 0125 0223
RETURN 00001 0005AC 00474 0068 0082 0415 0457 0472
SAVEA 00004 000EA4 00611 0036 0038
SAVEB 00004 000744 00532 0147 0202
SKIP 00001 0002B6 00242 0118
SPACE 00001 0000B6 00084 0070
SUCHBL 00004 00006A 00059 0062
SUCHO 00001 OOOOFA 00108 0157 0211 0224 0275
SUCH1 00001 OOOOFA 00109 0119
TEXT 00002 0006CE 00514 0421 0422 0436
TOT 00001 000438 00360 0357
TOTAL 00004 0005CO 00483 0329 0331 0452 0460
TOTUS 00004 0005C4 00484 0332 0339 0454 0464
TRKNO 00002 000742 00531 0385 0388
TTOTAL 00005 0005C8 00485 0459
TTR 00003 000774 00554 0128 0176 0194 0197 0551
CROSS-REFERENCE
SY"180l lEN VAlUE OEFN R~FERENCES
Tl 00044 0006F2 00521 0367 0369 0468
UNPK 00008 000728 00523 0346 0350 0374 0375 0375 0376 0406 0463 0467
US 00004 0006E4 00519 0350 0351 0467
USEO 00004 000734 00525 0281 0299 0333 0336 0338 0347
VC!3 00001 000001 00564
VOl 00006 000E9C 00610 0079 0271 0351 0501 0510
NO STATEMENTS FlAGGED IN THIS ASSEM8lY
*STATISTICS* SOURCE RECOROS ISYSINI = 545 SOURCE RECOROS ISYSlI81 = 1570






EXTERNAL SYMBOL OICTIONARY PAGE 1
SYMBOL TYPE 10 AOOR LENGTH LO ID 09.51 8/10113
AOOSPACE SO 01 000000 0009ß1'l











OOOOAO 0203 3000 2004 00000
0000A6 0203 3004 200C 00004
OOOOAC 0203 3008 C58C 00008



































































USERS WHO HAVE THE ACCOUNT
THE UADS THE FA:TOR WHICH DEFINES
ALLOCATE
SAVE
SET PTR TO ANSWER FOR PARSE
Ger PTR TO POL
PARS SUCCESSFULL?






* THIS COMMANO IS RESERVED FOR THE
* ATTRI6UTE. IT ADDS OF CHANGES IN
* THE SPACE THE USER IS ALLOWED TO
PRINT NOGEN
SAVE 1l4,121.,AOOSPACE
** R13 6ASIS REG ANO SAVE AREA AODR.
















L 6,CPPLPSCB GET PSCB AODR
TM 16(6),X'40' IS USER AUTHORI ZED FOR ACCOUNT
BZ NOTAL NO ~ PRINT MESSAGE - RETURN
**** COMMANO SYNTAX ****x
**** ADDSPACE USERID AIFACTOR)












GETMAIN R,LV=32 GET CORE FOR PPL
ST 1,APPL SAVE ADR OF CORE
01 POINTER,X'40' SET BIT GETCORE
LR 3,1
USING PPL,3 ESTABLISH ADORESSABILITY








































































































































LOC OBJECT COOE AOOR1 AOOR2 STMT SOURCE STATEMENT F01MAY72 8/10173
OOOOEE 4890 500C OOOOC lS6 LH 9,USER+4 GET LENGTH OF USERIO 00000610
0000F2 S090 CS98 009A4 lS7 ST 9,USERLEN 00000620
0000F6 0690 lS8 BCTR 9,0 OECREASE BY 1 FOR EX 00000630
0000F8 4490 CSA8 00984 159 EX 9,MOVE MOVE USERIO IN DYNAM FOR ENQ 00000640
OOOOFC 4190 OOEC 00108 160 LA 9, BRUST 00000650
000100 4860 S018 00018 161 LH 6, KEWl GET KEYWORO NUMMER 00000660
000104 8960 0002 00002 162 SLL 6,2 *4 00000670
000108 163 BRUST EQU * 00000680
000108 1~96 164 AR 9,6 00000690
00010~ 07F9 165 BR 9 00000700
00010C 47FO 00F8 00114 166 B SUBF ADD 00000710
000110 9601 C41F 0082B 167 01 POINTER, X' 01' CHANGED 00000720
000114 S860 501C 0001C 168 SUBF L 6,VALUEl GET PTR TO STRING 00000730
000118 4870 S020 00020 169 LH 7,VALUE1+4 GET LENGTH OF STRING 00000740
00011C 1B88 170 SR 8,8 00000750
00011E S980 0008 00008 171 GET SLL 8,8 00000760
000122 4386 0000 00000 172 IC 8,0 (61 GET 1 BYTE 00000770
000126 4166 0001 00001 173 LA 6,1 (61 PTR TO NEXT BYTE 00000780
00012A 4670 0102 OOllE 174 BCT 7,GET GO TO GET NEXT BYTE 00000790
00012E S080 C3FO 007FC 175 ST 8,OOUBLE+4 00000800
176 DROP 3 00000810
177 DROP S 00000820
000132 F273 C3EC C3FO 007FS 007FC 178 PACK 00UBLE(SI,DOUBLE+4(41 00000830
000138 4F80 C3EC 007F8 179 CVB 8,DOUBLE 00000840
00013C 4080 C3F4 00800 180 STH 8,MIST 000008S0
000140 8880 0004 00004 181 SRL 8,4 IS FAKTOR> lS 00000860
'"000144 1288 182 LTR 8,8 00000870 U1
000146 4770 0328 00344 183 BNZ ERROR YES BRANCH 00000880
184 ******************************************** 00000890
185 * SET UP ATTENTION HANDLING EXIT 00000900
00014A 58S0 200C OOOOC 186 l S,CPPLECT PASS POINTER TO ECT TO STAX 00000910
187 STAX AEXIT,OBUF=(OUTBUF,211,USAOOR=(SI,MF=(E,STAXLISTI *00000920
REPLACE=NO 00000930
00017C 9601 CSAE 009BA 201 01 PSTAX,X'Ol' 00000940
000180 47FO D1A4 001CO 202 B UAOSREAD 00000950
203 ******************************************** 00000960
000184 204 ENDE EQU * 00000970
000184 9101 C41F 00828 205 TM POINTER,X'Ol' CHANGED ? 00000980
000188 4780 017B 00194 206 BZ ADDED 00000990
OOOlBC 4170 C42B 00837 207 LA 7,MESS2 00001000
000190 47FO 017C 00198 208 B *+8 00001010
000194 4170 C436 00842 209 AODEO LA 7,MESS3 00001020
000198 45AO 038C 003A8 210 BAL 10,PUTL 00001030
00019C 47FO 0184 OOLAO 211 B RETURN 00001040
212 ******************************************** 00001050
OOOlAO 213 RETURN EQU * 00001060
OOOLAO 9101 CSAE 009BA 214 TM PSTAX,X'Ol' 00001070
0001A4 4780 0190 001AC 215 8Z NOSTAX 00001080
216 STAX 00001090
0001 AC 220 NOSTAX EQU * 00001100
0001 AC 5850 200C OOOOC 221 L S,CPPLECT 00001110
000000 222 USING ECT,5 00001120
0001BO IBFF 223 SR lS,15 00001130
0001B2 SOFO SOOO 00000 224 ST rs, ECTRCOF 00001140
0001B6 5800 0004 00020 225 L 13,SAVE+4 00001150
0001 BA 98EC OOOC OOOOC 226 LM 14,l2,12(l31 00001160
0001BE 07FE 227 BR 14 00001170
0001 CO 228 UAOSR EAO EQU * 00001180
229 *** ENQ ON UAOS SHARE 00001190
230 ENQ (QNAME,RNAME,S,8,SYSTEMI,RET=HAVE 00001200
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LOC OBJECT coos AOOR 1 AOO::< 2 srxr SOURCE STATEMENT F01MAY72 8/10/73
000102 12FF 241 LTR 15.15 00001210
000104 4770 01CO 0010C 242 BNZ ENQ 00001220
000108 9640 C41 F 0082B 243 01 POINTER.X'40' 00001230
00010C 244 ENQ EQU * 00001240
245 OPEN IUAOOCB.lUPOATl) 00001250
0001E6 9110 C50C 00918 251 TM UAOOCB+48.B'00010000' OPEN SUCCESSFULL ? 00001260
0001 EA 4780 030[' 0032A 252 BC 8.0PENER 00001270
0001EE 9610 C41F 0082B 253 01 POINTER.X'10' 00001280
0001F2 0206 C3FA C534 00806 00940 254 MVC TEXT+4(7).OYNAM 00001290
255 ** ENQ ON USERIO EXCLUSIVE ~ IF USER ACTIV RETURN 00001300
256 * REAO HEAOER BLOCK FOR USER 00001310
257 * MOVE FAKTOR IIIITO BUFFER 00001320
258 * REWRITE HEAOER BLOCK 00001330
259 ** 00001340
260 PRINT OFF 00001350
351 ** 00001690
352 CLOSE UAOOCB 00001700
00031A 45AO C03E 0044A 358 BAL 10.0EQUE 00001710
00031E 47FO 0168 00184 359 B ENDE 00001720
360 ******************************************** 00001730
000322 361 EXIT EQU * 00001740
000322 4170 C4A3 008AF 362 LA 7.MESSIO 00001750
000326 47FO 0352 0036E 363 B WRI 00001760
00032A 364 OPENER EOU * 00001770
00032A 0214 C3FA C48E 00806 0089A 365 MVC TEXT+4(21).MESSO 00001780
000330 4170 0019 00019 366 LA 7.25 00001790 '"000334 4070 C3F6 00802 367 STH 7.TEXT 00001800 '"
000338 45AO 039A 003B6 368 BAL 10. PUTL1 00001810
00033C 45AO C024 00430 369 8AL 10.0EQ 00001820
000340 47FO 0184 OOlAO 370 B RETURN 00001830
000344 371 ERROR EQU * 00001840
000344 372 PARSER EQU * 00001850
000344 4170 C420 0082C 373 LA 7.MESSl 00001860
000348 45AO 038C 003A8 374 BAL 10.PUTL 00001870
00034C 45AO C09E 004AA 375 BAL 10. FREE2 00001880
000350 47FO 0184 001AO 376 B RETURN 00001890
000354 377 OIRER EOU * NOT FOUNOIR15=41 OR 1/0 ERROR ? 00001900
000354 4170 0004 00004 378 LA 7.4 00001910
000358 19F7 379 CR 15.7 00001920
00035A 4770 034A 00366 380 BNE IOER 00001930
00035E 4170 C441 00840 381 LA 7.MESS4 00001940
000362 47FO. 0352 0036E 382 B WRI 00001950
000366 4170 C460 00879 383 IOER LA 7.MESS7 00001960
00036A 47F0 0352 0036E 384 B WRI 00001970
00036E 45AO 038C 003A8 385 WRI BAL 10.PUTL 00001980
000372 45AO C024 00430 386 BAL 10.0EQ 00001990
000376 47FO 0184 001AO 387 B RETURN 00002000
00037A 4170 C44C 00858 388 INER LA 7.MESS5 00002010
00037E 47F0 0352 0036E 389 8 WRI 00002020
000382 4170 C457 00863 390 INERI LA 7.MESS50 00002030
000386 47FO 0352 0036E 391 B WRI 00002040
00038A 4170 C462 0086E 392 INUSE LA 7.MESS6 00002050
00038E 47FO 0352 0036E 393 B WR I 00002060
000392 394 NOTAL EQU * 00002070
000392 0215 C3FA C478 00806 00884 395 MVC TEXT+41221.MESS8 00002080
000398 4170 001A OOOlA 396 LA 7,26 00002090
00039C 4070 C3F6 00802 397 STH 7,TEXT 00002100
0003AO 45AO 039A 003B6 398 BAL 10,PUTLl 00002110
0003A4 47FO 0184 001AO 399 B RETURN 00002120
400 ******************************************** 00002130
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LOC 06JECT CODE AOOR 1 AOOR2 STMT SOURCE STATEMENT FOIMAY72 8110173
0003~8 401 PUTL EQU * 00002140
0003A8 020A C401 7000 00800 00000 402 MVC TEXT+lllll1.0 171 00002150
0003AE 4170 0016 00016 403 LA 7.22 00002160
000362 4070 C3F6 00802 404 STH 7. TEXT 00002170
0003 '36 405 PUTLI EQU * 00002180
000366 IP66 406 SR 6.6 00002190
000368 5060 C460 008SC 407 ST 6.EC6ADS 00002200
00036C 4060 C3F8 00804 408 STH 6. TEXT+2 00002210
0003CO 5830 2004 00004 409 L 3. CPPLUPT 00002220
0003C4 5840 200C OOOOC 410 L 4.CPPLECT 00002230
411 PUTLINE PARM=PUTBLOCK.UPT={31.ECT=(41.EC6=ECBADS. *00002240
OUTPUT=(TEXT.TERM.SINGLE.OATAl.MF=(E.IOPLAOSl 00002250
00040A 07H 429 BR 10 00002260
430 ******************************************** 00002270
431 ************************************* 00002280
432 **** EXIT ROUTINE FUER STAX ****** 00002290
433 AEXIT SAVE 114.121 .. AEXIT 00002300
00041A 18CF 438 LR 12.15 00002310
00040C 439 USING AEXIT.12 00002320
00041C 5851 OOOB 00008 440 L 5. B( II GET POINTER TO ECT 00002330
000420 45AO C024 00430 441 BAL 10.DEQ 00002340
000000 442 USING ECT.5 ADORESSIBILITY FUER ECT OSECT 00002350
000424 IBFF 443 SR 15.15 00002360
000426 50FO 5000 00000 444 ST 15.ECTRCDF 00002370
00042A 98EC DOOC OOOOC 445 LM 14.12.12(131 00002380
00042E 07FE 446 BR 14 00002390
'"447 ************************************* 00002400
...,
000430 448 DEQ EQU * 00002410
000430 9110 C41F 0082B 449 TM POINTER.X'10' 00002420
000434 4780 C036 00442 450 BZ NOCLOSE 00002430
451 CLOSE UAOOC6 00002440
000442 457 NOCLOSE EQU * 00002450
000442 9120 C41F 00826 458 TM POINTER. Je' 20' 00002460
000446 4780 C054 00460 459 6Z NOOEUSE 00002470
00044" 460 OEQUE EQU * 00002480
00044A 5860 C598 009A4 461 L 6.USERLEN 00002490
462 OEQ (.DYNAM.(61.1.MF=(E.USERDEQI 00002500
000460 468 NOOEUSE EQU * 00002510
000460 9140 C41F 0082B 469 TM POINTER.X'40' 00002520
000464 4780 C06E 0047A 470 BZ NODEUAD 00002530
471 DEQ (QNAME.RNAME.8.SYSTEMI.RET=HAVE 00002540
00047A 482 NOOEUAD EQU * 00002550
00047A 4110 C5AO 009AC 483 FREEl LA 1. POANS 00002560
484 IKJRLSA (U 00002570
0004A4 0203 C5AO C5A4 009AC 00960 498 MVC POANS(41. FF 00002580
0004AA 499 FREE2 EQU * 00002590
0004AA 9140 C41F 0082B 500 TM POINTER.X' 40' 00002600
0004AE 4780 COB4 004CO 501 BZ NOFREE 00002610
0004B2 5810 C594 009AO 502 L 1.APPL 00002620
503 FREEMAIN R.LV=32.A=111 00002630
0004CO 507 NOFREE EQU * 00002640
0004CO 9200 C41F 0082B 508 "lVI POINTER.X'OO' 00002650
0004C4 07FA 509 BR 10 00002660
510 ******************************************** 00002670
0004C6 0000
0004C8 0000000000000000 511 UAOBUF OC 200F'O' 00002680
0007E8 E2E8E2C9D2DIE4Cl 512 QNAME OC C'SYSIKJUA' 00002690
0007FO D6D7C5D5E4CIC4E2 513 RNAME OC C'OPENUADS' 00002700
0007F8 514 DOUBLE OS 0 00002710
000800 0000 515 MIST DC H'O' 00002720





















































































OC C'ENTER MIT A'
OC CLll'ENTER MIT C'
OC CLU'IN USE
OC CLll'OIR. ERROR '
OC C'COMMANO NOT AUTHORIZEO'
OC CL21'UAOS CANNOT BE OPENEO'




































































RELOCAT10N O1CT1ONARY PAGE 1
POc • I 0 REL. 10 FLAG AOORESS 8/10173
01 01 OC OOOOC:
01 01 oe 0001C8
01 01 OC 0001ce
01 01 08 0001El
01 01 08 000315
01 01 OC 00031'8
01 01 08 000430
01 01 oe 000470
01 01 0: 000474
01 01 oe 0008.1'0
01 01 oe 000920
01 01 oe 000960
01 01 oe 000968
01 01 oe 000998




SYMBOL LEN VALUE DEFN REFERENCES 8/10173
ADD 00004 0002B6 00305 0301
.ÄDDED 00004 000194 00209 0206
ADDSPACE 00001 000000 00001 0014 0045 0058 0071 0081 0091 0096 0116 0126
AEVENT 00004 000998 00628 0138
AEXIT 00004 00040C 00434 0023 0024 0189 0439 0619
APPL 00004 0009AO 00630 0131 0502
BRLI ST 00001 000108 00163 0160
CPPL 00001 000000 00642 0022
CPPLCBUF 00004 000000 00643 0139
CPPL ECT 00004 OOOOOC 00646 0137 0186 0221 0410
CPPLPSCB 00004 000008 00645 0028
CPPLUPT 00004 000004 00644 0136 0409
Cl 00004 00028E 00307 0304
DEND0009 00001 000A04 00113 0103
DENT0009 00001 0009EF 00101 0103
DEQ 00001 000430 00448 0369 0386 0441
DEQUE 00001 00044A 00460 0358
DIRER 00001 000354 00377 0280
DOUBLE 00008 0007F8 00514 0175 0178 0178 0179
DYNAM 00001 000940 00599 0254 0265 0271 0276 0465 0635
ECBAOS 00004 0008BC 00532 0407 0415
ECT 00001 000000 00649 0222 0442
ECTATRM 00001 000020 00667
ECTDDNUM 00003 000010 00672
ECTIOWA 00004 000004 00659
ECTLOGF 00001 000010 00669 w
E.CTMSGI' 00001 000008 00660 0
ECTNMß L 00001 000008 00670
ECTNNOT 00001 000004 00671
ECTNOPO 00001 000080 00666
ECTPCMO 00008 OOOOOC 00663
ECTRCDF 00001 000000 00656 0224 0444
ECTR TCD 00003 000001 00657
ECTSCMD 00008 000014 00664
ECTSMSG 00003 000009 00662
ECTSWS 00001 00001C 00665
ECTUSER 00004 000020 00673
ENDE 00001 000184 00204 0359
ENQ 00001 0001DC 00244 0242
ERROR 00001 000344 00371 0183
EVENT 00004 00099C 00629 0628
EXIT 00001 000322 00361 0584
FF 00004 000980 00634 0152 0498
FREEl 00004 00047A 00483
F~ EE2 00001 0004AA 00499 0375
GET 00004 00011E 00171 0174
IH80014A 00002 00016A 00196 0197
IHB0014B 00006 00016C 00197 0195
IHBOO16 00002 000100 00239 0232
IHB0026 00004 0002A4 00313 0311
IHB0031 00004 0002F8 00341 0339
IHB0042 00002 000478 00480 0473
IKJS0002 00001 000A05 00125 0039
IKJS0009 00001 000A04 00112 0111
IKJS0043 00002 0004A4 00497 0488
IKJa0002 00001 000028 00123 0040
IKJa0003 00001 000014 00061 0041
IKJa0004 00001 000904 00054 0053
IKJ@0005 00001 0009DC 00067 0066
IKJa0006 00001 0009E2 00078 0077
CROSS-REFERE"lCE Pf<GE 2
SYM80l lEN VAlUE OEFN R<=F EPENCES 8/10173
TKJ@0007 00001 0009EA 00088 0087
IKJ@0008 00001 000044 00119 0095
TKJ@0009 00001 000A02 00110 0109
IKJ@0043 00002 00048C 00489 0496
TKJPARMO 00001 000000 00043 0051 0056 0065 0069 0104 0114 0121 0123 0154
I'l1='R 00004 00037A 00388 0306
INER1 00004 000382 00390 0303
PlUSE 00004 00038A 00392 0269
rn ER 00004 000366 00383 0380
TOPLAOS 00004 0008CC 00538 0412
KEN00005 00001 00090C 00068 0064
KEWI 00002 000018 00070 0065 0161
KEYW0005 00001 000904 00062 0064
MESS IO 00011 0008AF 00531 0362
MESSO 00021 00089A 00530 0365
ME'SSl 00011 00082C 00521 0373
MESS2 00011 000837 00522 0207
"lESS3 00011 000842 00523 0209
ME'SS4 00011 000840 00524 0381
MESS5 00011 000858 00525 0388
MESS50 00011 000863 00526 0390
MESS6 00011 00086E 00527 0392
MESS7 00011 000879 00528 0383
MESS8 00022 000884 00529 0395
MIST 00002 000800 00515 0180 0307
"lOVE 00006 000984 00635 0159 w
NAME0006 00001 00090C 00074 0076 ~
NAME0007 00001 0009E4 00084 0086
NEN00006 00001 0009E4 00080 0076
NEN00007 00001 0009EC 00090 0086
NOClOSE' 00001 000442 00457 0450
NODEUAO 00001 00047A 00482 0470
NOOEUSE 00001 000460 00468 0459
NOFREE 00001 0004CO 00507 0501
"lOSTAX 00001 0001AC 00220 0215
"lOTAl 00001 000392 00394 0030
OPEN ER 00001 00032A 00364 0252
OUTBUF 00021 00097C 00626 0193 0337
OUT2 00006 000991 00627 0337
PlIRMTA8 00001 0009CO 00038 0039 0042 0047 0060 0061 0073 0079 0083 0089 0093 0098 0118 0119 0124
PlIRSER 00001 000344 00372 0153
PEN00004 00001 000904 00055 0050
POllNS 00004 0009l1C 00633 0142 0151 0483 0498
POINTER 00001 000828 00520 0025 0132 0167 0205 0243 0253 0270 0302 0305 0449 0458 0469 0500 0508
POST0004 00001 0009C6 00048 0050
PPl 00001 000000 00677 0134
PPlANS 00004 000010 00687 0143
PPlCBUF 00004 000014 00688 0139
PPlEC8 00004 000008 00685 0138
PPL ECT 00004 000004 00684 0137
PPlPCl 00004 OOOOOC 00686 0141
PPlUPT 00004 000000 00683 0136
PPlUWA 00004 000018 00689
PSTlIX 00001 0009BA 00636 0201 0214
PUT8l0CK 00004 0008CO 00535 0417
PUTL 00001 0003A8 00401 0210 0374 0385
PUTll 00001 000386 00405 0368 0398
QNAME 00008 0007E8 00512 0237 0478 0545 0615
RETURN 00001 0001f<0 00213 0211 0370 0376 0387 0399
RNAME 00008 0007FO 00513 0238 0479
C~ OSS-REFERENCE PAGE 3
SY"1BOL LEN VALUE DEFN REFERENCE'S 8110173
SAVE 00004 00001C 00017 0014 0015 0225
START 00001 000064 00018 0016
STAXLIST 00004 000968 00618 0188
SUßF 00004 000114 00168 0166
TEXT 00002 000802 00516 0026 0027 0027 0254 0365 0367 0395 0397 0402 0404 0408 0421
TFXT 1 00001 000806 00518
TEXT2 00001 000820 00519
UADBUF 00004 0004C8 00511 0286 0297 0309 0327
UADOCB 00004 0008E8 00551 0249 0251 0275 0284 0325 0356 0455
UADDECB 00004 000948 00602 0282 0292 0323 0333
UADREAD 00004 000948 00601
UADSREAD 00001 0001CO 00228 0202
USER 00004 000008 00057 0051 0155 0156
USERDEQ 00004 00095C 00610 0463
USEREt"Q 00004 0008DC 00540 0263
USERLEN 00004 0009A4 00631 0157 0261 0272 0461
VALUE 00002 0009ED 00095 0079 0089
VALUEI 00004 00001C 00115 0104 0168 0169
VPARM 00004 0009A8 00632 0140
WRI 00004 00036E 00385 0363 0382 0384 0389 0391 0393
NO STATEMENTS FLAGGED IN THIS ASSEMBLY
*STATI STICS* SOURCE RECORDS (SYSINI = 313 SOURCE RECORDS (SYSLIBI = 6627
*OPTIONS I~ EFFECT* LIST, NOOECK, LOAD, NORENT, XREF, NOTEST, ALGN, OS, NOTERM, LINECNT = 60 w
465 PRINTED LINES '"
EXTERNAL SYMBOL OICTIONARY PAGE 1
SYMBOL TYPE 10 AOOR LENGTH LD 10 09.53 8/10173
SPACE SO 01 000000 000320





LOC OBJECT CODE ADDR 1 AfJDR2 STMT SOURCE STATEMENT FOIMAY72 8/10/73
000000 1 SPACE CSECT 00000010
2 * AFTER CHECKING THE COMMAND SYNTAX, THE PROCESSOR LINK TO DSSPACE 00000020
3 * WHICH GIVES SPACE INFORMATION ABOUT ONE OR ALL T~E DATA SETS 00000030
4 * BELONGING TO THE USER, DEPENDING UPON THE COMMANO PARAMETERS 00000040
5 * SPACE ALL PARM=X'04' INFORMATION FOR EACH OATA SET 00000050
6 * SPACE DSNAME PARM=X'OC' INFORMATION FOR ONE DATA SET 00000060
7 * SPACE PARM=X' 02' ONLY THE SUM OF THE ALLOCATEO ANO USEO 00000070
8 * SPACE ARE PRINTEO 00000080
9 PRINT NOGEN 00000090
10 SAVE 114,12) "S PACE 00000100
OOOOOE 05,1,0 15 BAlR 10,0 00000110
000010 16 USING *,10 00000120
000010 1821 17 lR 2,1 00000130
000000 18 USING CPPl,2 00000140
000012 41EO A2C8 00208 19 LA 14,SAVE 00000150
000016 50ED 0008 00008 20 ST 14,8(13) 00000160
00001A 500E 0004 00004 21 ST 13,4(14) 00000170
0000lE 18DE 22 lR 13,14 00000180
000020 5020 A2B8 002C8 23 ST 2,ACPPl 00000190
24 ****** GET USER IDENTIFICATION 00000200
000024 5860 2008 00008 25 l 6,CPPlPSCB GET PSCB AOOR 00000210
000028 IB77 26 SR 7,7 00000220
00002A 4376 0007 00007 27 IC 7,7(6) GET USER lENGTH 00000230
00002E 1837 28 lR 3,7 SAVE USER LENGTH 00000240
000030 0670 29 BCTR 7,0 OECREASE BY 1 FOR EX 00000250
000032 4180 A280 00290 30 lA 8,USER 00000260 w
000036 4470 A2CO 00200 31 EX 7,MOVEl MOVE USER 10 00000270 ...
00003A U83 32 AR 8,3 SET POINTER TO FIRST 6lK IN USER 10 00000280
33 * CHECK COMMANO SYNTAX 00000290
34 IPARM IKJPARM 00000300
43 OSNAM IKJPOSIT OSNAME 00000310
54 IKJENDP 00000320
64 * PREPARE CAll TO IKJPARS 00000330
65 GETMAIN R,lV=32 GET CORE FOR PPL 00000340
000046 1831 69 lR 3,1 00000350
000000 70 USING PPl,3 00000360
000048 0203 3000 2004 00000 00004 71 MVC PPlUPTI41,CPPlUPT 00000370
00004E 0203 3008 AIEC 00008 001FC 72 MVC PPLECB(4) ,AEVENT 00000380
000054 0203 3004 200C 00004 OOOOC 73 MVC PPlECT(4),CPPlECT 00000390
00005A 0203 3014 2000 00014 00000 74 MVC PPLCBUFI41,CPPlCBUF 00000400
000060 58BO AIFC 0020C 75 l 11,VIPARM 00000410
000064 50BO 300C OOOOC 76 ST 11, PPLPCl 00000420
000068 41BO AlF8 00208 77 LA 11, POANS 00000430
00006C 5060 3010 00010 78 ST 11 ,PPlANS 00000440
000070 0203 AIF8 AIFO 00208 00200 79 MVC POANS(4), NUll 00000450
000076 0203 AI0C AIFO 001EC 00200 80 MVC ECBAOSI41,NULL 00000460
81 LINK EP=IKJPARS 00000470
000092 5850 3010 00010 88 l 5,PPlANS 00000480
000096 5855 0000 00000 89 L 5,0 (5) GET POINTER TO POL 00000490
00009A 5950 AIF4 00204 90 C 5,FF PARS SUCCESSFUll 00000500
00009E 4780 AOFO 00100 91 BC 8,PARSER NO ERROR 00000510
0000A2 4165 0008 00008 92 LA 6,8(5) GET POINTER TO OSN POE 00000520
0000A6 9180 6006 00006 93 TM 6161,X'80' OSN PRESENT ? 00000530
OOOOAA 4780 AI06 00116 94 BZ TOTAL NO BRANCH 00000540
OOOOAE 9604 A2B4 002C4 95 01 PARM,X'04' SET IN PARM All OR OSNAME 00000550
0000B2 4876 0004 00004 96 LH 7,4(6) Gel lENGTH 00000560
0000B6 41BO 0003 00003 97 LA 11 ,3 00000570
OOOOBA 5896 0000 00000 98 L 9,0161 00000580
OOOOBE 197B 99 CR 7,11 LENGTH OF OSN=3? 00000590
OOOOCO 4770 AOBE OOOCE 100 BNE NOTAll NO BRANCH 00000600
PAGE 2
LOC OBJECT CODE AooR1 1I,00R2 ST"'T SOURCE SHTEMENT FOIMAY72 8/10173
0000C4 0502 9000 A2BC 00000 002CC 101 CLC 013,9), ALL PARAMETER = ALL? 00000610
OOOOCA 4780 AI0A OOllA 102 BE WEITER YES BRANCH 00000620
OOOOCE 103 NOTALL EOU * SPACE oSNAME 00000630
OOOOCE 9140 6006 00006 104 TM 6161,X'40' oSN IN OUOTE ? 00000640
000002 4710 AOE6 000F6 105 BO oSNER YES ERROR 00000650
000006 9180 600E OOOOE 106 TM 14(6),X'80' MEMBER NAME PRESENT ? 00000660
OOOOoA 4710 AOE6 000F6 107 BO oSNER YES ERROR 00000670
OOOOoE 92413 8000 00000 108 MVI 0181oX'4B' MOVE • AFTER USER 10 00000680
00001=2 4188 0001 00001 109 LA 8,1181 SET POINTER To NEXT FIRST BLK 00000690
0000::6 0670 110 BCTR 7,0 oECREASE LENGTH oF OSN BY 1 FOR EX 00000700
0000E8 1869 111 LR 6,9 00000710
OOOOEA 4470 A2CO 00200 112 EX 7, MOVEL MOVE OSNAME INTO USER FIELD 00000720
OOOOEE 9608 A2B4 002C4 113 01 PARM,X' 08' SET IN PARM FIELD OSNAME PRESENT 00000730
0000F2 47FO AI0A 001111, 114 B WEITER 00000740
0000F6 D20F A21E 11,200 0022E 00210 115 OSNER MVC TEXT+4(161,INVOSN 00000750
0000 FC 47FO AOF6 00106 116 B PARS2 00000760
000100 D20F A21E A210 0022E 00220 117 PARSER MVC TEXT+4(161,INVPARS 00000770
000106 4170 0014 00014 118 PARS2 LA 7,20 00000780
oo010A 4070 A21A 0022A 119 STH 7, TEXT 00000790
00010E 45BO A184 00194 120 BAL l1,PUTL 00000800
000112 47FO A13E 0014E 121 B RETURN 00000810
122 *********************************************************** 00000820
000116 9602 A2B4 002C4 123 TOTAL 01 PARM,X'02' SET IN PARM NO PARAM. PRESENT 00000830
00011A 124 WEITER EOU * 00000840
125 * LINK TO OSSPACE TO COMPUTE ALLOC. ANo USEo SPACE 00000850
126 LINK EP=OSSPACE.PARAM=(USER.ALLOC.USEO.PARM.ACPPL1.VL=1 00000860
00014A 47FO A13E 0014E 143 B RETURN 00000870 '"U1
144 *********************************************************** 00000880
000141" 145 RETURN EQU * 00000890
000141" 1813 146 FREE LR 1,3 00000900
147 FREEMAIN R.LV=32.A=(11 RELEASE CORE FOR PPL 00000910
151 IKJRLSA POANS RELEASE CORE FOR POL 00000920
000180 5850 200C OOOOC 165 L 5.CPPLECT 00000930
000000 166 USING ECT,5 00000940
000184 IBFF 167 SR 15.15 00000950
000186 50FO 5000 00000 168 ST 15, ECTRCoF 00000960
00018A 5800 A2CC 0020C 169 L 13,SAVE+4 00000970
00018E 98EC OOOC OOOOC 170 LM 14012,12(13) 00000980
000192 07FE 171 BR 14 00000990
172 ************************************************************ 00001000
000194 173 PUTL EQU * 00001010
000194 0201 A21C AIFO 0022C 00200 174 MVC TEXT+2121,NULL 00001020
00019A 1B66 175 SR 6,6 00001030
00019C 5060 AlOC 001EC 176 ST 6.ECBAOS 00001040
000111,0 5850 2004 00004 177 L 5,CPPLUPT 00001050
0001A4 5840 200C OOOOC 178 L 4.CPPLECT 00001060
179 PUTLINE PARM=PUTBLOCK,UPT=151.ECT=141.ECB=ECBAOS. *00001070
OUTPUT=(TEXT.TERM.SINGLE,OATA).MF=(E,IOPLAoSI 00001080
0001EA 07FB 197 BR 11 00001090
198 *********************************************************** 00001100
01 01 EC 199 ECBAoS OS F 00001110
200 PUTBLOCK PUTLINE MF=L 00001120
0001 FC OOOOOlEC 205 AEVENT OC AlECBAoSl 00001130
000200 00000000 206 NULL OC F'O' 00001140
000204 FFOOOOOO 207 FF OC X' FFOOOOOO' 00001150
000208 00000000 208 POANS OC F'O' 00001160
00020C 00000000 209 VI PARM OC VI IPARMI 00001170
000210 C905E5CI03C9C440 210 INVOSN OC CL16'INVALIO oSNAME' 00001180
000220 07C109E240C509D9 211 INVPARS OC C'PARS ERROR' 00001190
00022~ 0000 212 TEXT OC H'O' 00001200
PAGE 3
LOC 06JECT CODE AOORI ADDR2 STMT SOURCE STATEMENT FOIMAY72 8/10173
00022C 0000 213 OC H'O' 00001210
00022E 0000
000230 0000000000000000 214 OC 20F'0' 00001220
000280 0000000000000000 215 IOPLAOS OC 4F'0' 00001230
000290 216 OS OF 00001240
000290 4040404040404040 217 USER OC CL44' , 00001250
0002BC 00000000 218 USEO OC F'O' 00001260
0002CO 00000000 219 ALLOC OC PO' 00001270
0002C4 00 220 PAR'" OC X'OO' 00001280
0002C5 000000
0002e8 00000000 221 ACPPL OC F'O' 00001290
0002CC C10303 222 ALL OC C'AlL' 00001300
000200 223 OS OF 00001310
000200 0200 8000 6000 00000 00000 224 MDVEl MVC 010,6),0161 00001320
000206 0000







RElOCAT10N 01CT10NARY PAGE 1
POS.10 REl.IO FlAGS AOORESS 8/10173
01 01 OC 000080
01 01 OC 000120
01 01 oe 000124
01 01 OC 000128
01 01 OC 00012C
01 01 08 000131
01 01 OC 000138
01 01 OC 000108
01 01 oe 0001FC




SYMBOL lEN VAlUE OEFN REFERENCES 8110/73
ACPPl 00004 0002C8 00221 0023 0135
AEVENT 00004 0001FC 00205 0072
ALL 00003 0002CC 00222 0101
AllOC 00004 0002CO 00219 0131
CPPl 00001 000000 00231 0018
CPPlCBUF 00004 000000 00232 0074
CPPl ECT 00004 OOOOOC 00235 0073 0165 0178
CPPlPSCB 00004 000008 00234 0025
CPPlUPT 00004 000004 00233 0071 0177
OSNAM 00004 000008 00052 0048
OSNER 00006 0000F6 00115 0105 0107
ECBAOS 00004 0001EC 00199 0080 0176 0183 0205
ECT 00001 000000 00253 0166
ECTATR"I 00001 000020 00271
ECTOONUM 00003 000010 00276
ECTIOW.I\ 00004 000004 00263
ECTlOGF 00001 000010 00273
ECTMSGF 00001 000008 00264
ECTNMAL 00001 000008 00274
ECTNNOT 00001 000004 00275
ECTNOPO 00001 000080 00270
ECTPCMO 00008 OOOOOC 00267
ECTRCOF 00001 000000 00260 0168
ECTRTCO 00003 000001 00261
ECTSCMO 00008 000014 00268
ECTSMSG 00003 000009 00266 w
ECTSWS 00001 00001C 00269
Q)
ECTUSER 00004 000020 00277
FF 00004 000204 00207 0090
FREE 00002 00014E 00146
IHi30010 00001 000120 00129
IH80010A 00001 000134 00136 0128
IKJS0002 00001 00032E 00062 0036
IKJS0013 00002 000180 00164 0155
IKJd0002 00001 000020 00060 0037
IKJ@0003 00001 000000 00056 0038
IKJ@0013 00002 000168 00156 0163
IKJPARMO 00001 000000 00040 0048 0051 0058 0060
INVOSN 00016 000210 00210 0115
INVPARS 00010 000220 00211 0117
IOPlAOS 00004 000280 00215 0180
IPARM 00001 000320 00035 0036 0039 0044 0055 0056 0061
MOVEl 00006 000200 00224 0031 0112
NOTAll 00001 OOOOCE 00103 0100
NUll 00004 000200 00206 0079 0080 0174
PARM 00001 0002C4 00220 0095 0113 0123 0133
PARSER 00006 000100 00117 0091
PARS2 00004 000106 00118 0116
PEND0004 00001 000320 00050 0047
POANS 00004 000208 00208 0077 0079 0152
POST0004 00001 000326 00045 0047
PPl 00001 000000 00238 0070
PP lA NS 00004 000010 00248 0078 0088
PPlCBUF 00004 000014 00249 0074
PPl ECB 00004 OOOOOB 00246 0072
PPlECT 00004 000004 00245 0073
PPlPCl 00004 OOOOOC 00247 0076
PPlUPT 00004 000000 00244 0071
PPlUWA 00004 000018 00250
PUTBlOCK 00004 0001FO 00202 0185
CROSS-REFERENCE
SYMBOl- LEN VA'LUE OEFN REFERENCES
PUTL 00001 000194 00173 0120
RETURN 00001 00014E 00145 0121 0143
SAVE 00004 000208 00225 0019 0169
SPACE 00001 000000 00001 0042 0053 0063
TEXT 00002 00022A 00212 0115 0117 0119 0174 0189
TOTAL 00004 000116 00123 0094
USEO 00004 0002BC 0021B 0132
US!='R 00044 000290 00217 0030 0130
VI PARM 00004 00020C 00209 0075
WETTER 00001 00011A 00124 0102 0114
NO STATEMENTS FLAGGEO IN THIS ASSEMBLY
*STATISTICS* SOURCE RECOROS ISYSIN) = 137 SOURCE RECORDS ISYSLIB) = 2275










TYPE 10 AOOR LENGTH LD 10
SD 01 000000 000774
SO 02 000778 00001C
ER 03





LOC OBJECT CODE ADORI ADOR2 STMT SOURCE STATEMENT FOIMAY72 8110/13
000000 1 RELEASE CSECT 00000010
2 PRINT NOGEN 00000020
3 SAVE 114,121 "RELEASE 00000030
000010 18CF 8 LR 12,15 00000040
000000 9 USING RELEASE,12 00000050
000012 41EO C580 005BO 10 LA 14,SAVE 00000060
000016 50ED 0008 00008 11 ST 14,81131 00000070
00001A 50DE 0004 00004 12 ST 13,41141 00000080
00001E 18DE 13 LR 13,14 00000090
000020 1821 14 LR 2,1 00000100
000000 15 USING CPPL,2 00000110
16 PARM IKJPARM 00000120
25 DSNAM IKJPOSIT DSNAME,LIST,PROMPT='DATA SET NAME' 00000130
39 IKJENOP 00000140
49 GETMAIN R,LV=32 GET CORE FOR PPL OSECT 00000150
00002C 9601 C3AC 003AC 53 01 POINTER,X'Ol' SET BIT GET CORE FOR PPL 00000160
000030 1841 54 LR 4,1 00000170
000000 55 USING PPL,4 00000180
56 * PREPARE CALL TO IKJPARS 00000190
000032 0203 4000 2004 00000 00004 57 MVC PPLUPT(4I,CPPLUPT 00000200
000038 0203 4004 200C 00004 OOOOC 58 MVC PPLECT(4I,CPPLECT 00000210
00003E 0203 4008 C684 00008 00684 59 MVC PPLECB(4I,AEVENT 00000220
000044 0203 4014 2000 00014 00000 60 MVC PPLCBUF(41 ,CPPL CBUF 00000230
00004A 58BO C3AS 003A8 61 L 11, VPARM 00000240
00004f 50BO 400C OOOOC 62 ST 11, PPLPCL SET POINTER TO PCL FOR PARS 00000250
000052 0203 C3A4 C34C 003A4 0034C 63 MVC POANS(41, NULL 00000260 ...
000058 41BO C3A4 003A4 64 LA 11,POANS SET POINTER TO ANSWER FOR PARS 00000270 ~
00005C 50BO 4010 00010 65 ST 11, PPLANS 00000280
000060 1814 66 LR 1,4 00000290
67 LINK EP=IKJPARS 00000300
00007A 5850 4010 00010 74 L 5,PPLANS 00000310
000071" 5855 0000 00000 75 L 5,0 (51 GET POINTER TO POL 00000320
000082 5950 C348 00348 76 C 5,FF PARS SUCCESSFULL 00000330
000086 4780 C2A6 002A6 77 BC 8,PARSER NO PRINT MESSAGE RETURN 00000340
00008A 58AO 2008 00008 78 L 10,CPPLPSCB GET PSCB AOR. 00000350
00008E 1B99 79 SR 9,9 00000360
000090 439A 0007 00007 80 IC 9,7(101 GET LENGTH OF USER 10 00000370
000094 0690 81 BCTR 9,0 OECREASE SY U FOR EX 00000380
000096 4180 C470 00470 82 LA 8,OSNAME 00000390
00009A 4490 C650 00650 83 EX 9,MOVEL MOVE USER 10 IN OSNAME FOR LOCATE 00000400
00009E 4189 8001 00001 84 LA 8,1(9,81 00000410
0000A2 924B 8000 00000 85 MVI 0(81,X'4B' MOVE '.' 00000420
0000A6 4188 0001 00001 86 LA 8,1(8) SAVE AOR OF FIRST BLK 00000430
OOOOAA 5080 C45C 0045C 87 ST 8,AOSN2 00000440
000000 88 USING IKJPARMO,5 00000450
OOOOAE 4165 0008 00008 89 LA 6,8(51 GET POINTER TO POE 00900460
90 GETMAIN R,LV=24 GET CORE FOR OAPL 00000470
OOOOBC 9602 C3AC 003AC 94 01 POINTER,X'02' SET BIT GETCORE FOR OAPL 00000480
OOOOCO 1831 95 LR 3,1 00000490
000000 96 USING OAPL,3 00000500
97 * PREPARE CALL TO IKJOAIR 00000510
0000C2 0203 3000 2004 00000 00004 98 MVC OAPLUPT(4I,CPPLUPT 00000520
0000C8 0203 3004 200C 00004 OOOOC 99 MVC OAPLECT(4),CPPLECT 00000530
OOOOCE 0203 300C 2008 OOOOC 00008 100 MyC OAPLPSCS(41,CPPLPSCB 00000540
000004 0203 3008 C684 00008 00684 101 MVC OAPLECB(4),AEYENT 00000550
102 *********************************************************** 00000560
OOOOOA 103 GOON EQU * 00000570
OOOOOA 58A6 0000 00000 104 L 10,0(6) GET POINTER TO OSNAME 00000580
OOOOOE 4896 0004 00004 105 LH 9,4( 61 GET OSNAME LENGTH 00000590
0000E2 4180 C658 00658 106 LA 8,OSNl 00000600
PAGE 2
LOC OBJECT CODE AODR1 AODR2 STMT SOURCE STATEMENT F01MAY72 8110173
0000f6 4090 C656 00656 107 STH 9,DSN STORE LENGTH IN OSN BUFFER FOR DAIR 00000610
OOOOEA 0690 108 BCTR 9,0 DECREASE BY 1 FOR EXEC 00000620
OOOOEC 4490 C650 00650 109 EX 9, MOVEL MOVE DSN IN DSN BUFFE'l. FOR DUR 00000630
OOOOFO 9140 6006 00006 110 TM 6(61,X'40' OSN IN QUOTE ? 00000640
0000F4 4710 C2BC 002BC 111 BO OSNER YES PRINT MESSAGE.GET NEXT DSN 00000650
0000F8 9180 600E OOOOE 112 TM 14(61.X'80' MEMBER NAME PRESENT ? 00000660
OOOOFC 4710 C2BC 002BC 113 BO DSNER YES PRINT MESSAGE.GET NEXT DSN 00000670
000100 5880 C45C 0045C 114 L 8.AOSN2 MOVE DSNAME IN OSNAME FUER LOCATE 00000680
000104 4490 C650 00650 115 EX 9,MOVEL 00000690
116 LOCATE LISTLOC OATA SET IN CATALOG ? 00000700
00010E 0690 119 BCTR 9.0 RESET 00000710
000110 9240 8000 00000 120 MVI 0(81.X'40' OSNAME TO BLANCK 00000720
000114 18A8 121 LR 10.8 00000730
000116 4188 0001 00001 122 LA 8,1181 00000740
00011A 4490 C650 00650 123 EX 9,MOVEL 00000750
00011E 12FF 124 LTR 15.15 LOCATE SUCCESSFUL ? 00000760
000120 4780 C12C 0012C 125 BZ CATLG 00000770
000124 4190 C443 00443 126 LA 9,MESS7 NO PRINT MESSAGE.GET NEXT OSN 00000780
000128 47FO C2CC 002CC 127 B PUTL2 00000790
00012e 128 CATLG EQU * 00000800
00012C 45AO ClA2 00U2 129 BAL 10,OAIR 00000810
000130 4166 0018 00018 130 NEXT LA 6.24(61 GET POINTER TO NEXT POE AoR. 00000820
000134 0503 6000 C348 00000 00348 131 CLC 0(4.6J,FF ANY PoE ? 00000830
00013A 4780 C146 00146 132 BE RETURN NO ENDE 00000840
00013E 5866 0000 00000 133 L 6.0(61 GET POINTER TO NEXT PoE 00000850
000142 47FO CODA OOOoA 134 B GOON CONTINUE 00000860 ...
135 *********************************************************** 00000870 '"
000146 136 RETURN EQU * 00000880
000146 4110 C3A4 003A4 137 LA I.POANS 00000890
138 IKJRLSA (lI 00000900
000170 9101 C3AC 003AC 152 TM POINTER.X'Ol' CORE FOR PPL ? 00000910
000174 4780 C184 00184 153 BZ NOFR1 00000920
000178 1814 154 LR 1,4 00000930
155 FREEMAIN R.LV=32,A=(11 FREE COR FOR PPL 00000940
000184 159 NOFR1 EQU * 00000950
000184 9102 C3AC 003AC 160 TM POINTER.X'02' CORE FOR OAPL ? 00000960
000188 4780 C198 00198 161 Bl NOFR2 00000970
00018C 1813 162 LR 1,3 00000980
163 FREEMAIN R.LV=24.A=(11 FREE CORE FOR oAPL 00000990
000198 167 NOFR2 EQU * 00001000
000198 5800 C5B4 005B4 168 L 13.SAVE+4 00001010
169 RETURN {l4.121 00001020
172 *********************************************************** 00001030
000IA2 173 OAIR EQU * FREE SPECIFIEo oATA SET 00001040
000lA2 41BO C60B 00608 174 LA 1l.DAP18 MOVE AoR OF OAPB IN oAPL 00001050
0001A6 50BO 3010 00010 175 ST 1l,DAPLoAPB 00001060
0001AA 0203 C688 C34C 00688 0034C 176 MVC EVENT(41,NULL 00001070
000180 0227 C608 C74C 00608 0074C 177 MVC oAP18(401.oRIG18 MOVE OAPB FOR FREE 00001080
000186 1813 178 LR 1,3 00001090
179 LINK EP=IKJOAIR 00001100
0001CE 12FF 186 LTR 15.15 FREE SUCCESSFULL ? 00001110
000100 4780 C1E6 001E6 187 BZ FREEo YES ' OK 00001120
000104 41EO 001C 0001C 188 LA 14.28 00001130
000108 19FE 189 CR 15.14 NOT FREED NOT ALLDCATED ? 00001140
000lOA 4780 Cl E6 001E6 190 BE FREEo YES - oK 00001150
00010E 4190 C30F 0030F 191 LA 9,MESS3 PRINT MESSAGE.GET NEXT OSN 00001160
0001E2 47FO C2CC 002CC 192 B PUTL2 00001170
0001E6 193 FREEO EQU * 00001180
194 * ALLOCATE SPECIFIEo OATA SET 00001190
0001 E6 4180 C68C 0068C 195 LA 11,OAP08 00001200
PAGE 3
LOC OBJECT CODE AODRI AOOR2 STMT SOURCE STATEMENT FOIMAY72 8/10/73
0001EA 50BO 3010 00010 196 ST 1l,DAPLDAPB 00001210
0001EE 0203 C688 C34C 00688 0034C 197 MVC EVENTl41, NULL 00001220
0001 F4 1813 198 LR 1,3 00001230
0001F6 0248 C68C C700 0068C 00700 199 MVC OAP08176) , OR IG08 00001240
200 LINK EP=IKJOAIR ALLOC MOD,KEEP,KEEP,RLSE,PREFIX 00001250
000212 12FF 207 LTR 15,15 SUCCESSFULL ? 00001260
000214 4780 C220 00220 208 BZ OKI 00001270
000218 4190 C3C6 003C6 209 LA 9,MESS2 00001280
00021C. 47FO C2CC 002CC 210 B PUTL2 00001290
000220 211 OK1 EQU * 00001300
000220 9180 C607 00607 212 TM DORG,X'80' DSORG = I SAM ? 00001310
000224 4710 C29E 0029E 213 BO ISAM 00001320
000228 9120 C6D7 00607 214 TM DORG,X' 20' OSORG = DA ? 00001330
00022C 4710 C29E 00291' 215 BO DIRECT 00001340
000230 0207 C620 C698 00620 00698 216 MVC OUT+40(81,DA08DDNM MOVE OONAME INTO DCB 00001350
000236 0200 C612 C607 00612 00607 217 MVC OUT+2611I,DORG MOVE DSORG INTO DCB 00001360
218 OPEN IOUT, (OUTPUTlI OPEN FOR OUTPUT 00001370
000246 9110 C628 00628 224 TM OUT+48,B'00010000' OPEN SUCCESSFULL ? 00001380
00024A 4710 C256 00256 225 BC 1,OK3 YES BRANCH 00001390
000241' 4190 C3F8 003F8 226 LA 9,MESS4 NO - PRINT MESSAGE ~ GET NEXT OSN 00001400
000252 47FO C2C4 002C4 227 B PUTLl 00001410
000256 228 OK3 EQU * 00001420
229 GLOSE OUT CLOSE DATA SET 00001430
000262 235 DAIR1 EQU * FREE ALLOCATED DATA SET 00001440
000262 0203 C688 C34C 006B8 0034C 236 MVC EVENTl41,NULL 00001450
000268 41BO C608 00608 237 LA 1l,OAP18 00001460 ...
00026C 50130 3010 00010 238 ST ll,DAPLOAPB 00001470 w
000270 1813 239 LR 1,3 00001480
000272 0227 C608 C74C 00608 0074C 240 MVC DAP18(40I,DRIG18 MDVE OAPB FOR FREE 00001490
241 LINK EP=IKJDAIR 00001500
00028E 12FF 248 LTR 15,15 DAIR SUCCESSFULL ? 00001510
000290 4780 C29C 0029C 249 BZ OK2 YES BRANCH 00001520
000294 4190 C3DF 003DF 250 LA 9,MESS3 NO PRINT MESSAGE 00001530
000298 47FO ClCC 002CC 251 B PUTL2 00001540
00029C 252 OK2 EQU * 00001550
00029C 07FA 253 BR 10 GET NEXT OSNAME 00001560
254 ****************************************************************** 00001570
00029E 255 ISAM EQU * 00001580
00029E 4190 C42A 0042A 256 DIRECT LA 9,MESS6 00001590
0002A2 47FO C2C4 002C4 257 B PUTL1 00001600
0002A6 4170 0010 00010 258 PARSER LA 7,29 00001610
0002AA 4070 C350 00350 259 STH 7,TEXT 00001620
0002AE 0218 C354 C411 00354 00411 260 MVC TEXT1(25),MESS5 00001630
0002B4 45BO C2E4 002E4 261 BAL 11, PUTL3 00001640
0002B8 47FO C146 00146 262 B RETURN 00001650
0002BC 4190 C3AD 003AD 263 DSNER LA 9,MESS1 00001660
0002CO 47FO C2CC 002CC 264 B PUTL2 00001670
0002C4 41BO C262 00262 265 PUTll LA 1l,DAIRl 00001680
0002C8 47FO C200 00200 266 B PUTL20 00001690
0002CC 267 PUTL2 EQU * 00001700
0002CC 4180 C130 00130 268 LA 11, NEXT 00001710
000200 0228 C354 C658 00354 00658 269 PUTL20 MVC TEXTl(441.DSNl 00001720
000206 0218 C380 9000 00380 00000 270 MVC TEXT1+44(251,0(91 00001730
0002DC 4170 0049 00049 271 LA 7,73 00001740
0002EO 4070 C350 00350 272 STH 7.TEXT 00001750
0002E4 273 PUTL3 EQU * 00001760
0002E4 0201 C352 C34C 00352 0034C 274 MVC TEXT+2( 2), NULL 00001770
0002EA 5880 2004 00004 275 L 8.CPPlUPT 00001780
0002E!' 5890 200C OOOOC 276 l 9,CPPLECT 00001790
0002F2 0203 C688 C34C 00688 0034C 277 MVC EVENTl4l, NULL 00001800
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POS. I D REL.ID RAGS AODRESS 8/10173
01 01 OC 000068
01 01 OC 0001BC
01 01 OC 000200
01 01 08 000241
01 01 08 000250
01 01 OC 00027C
01 01 OC 000318
01 01 OC 000330
01 01 OC 000464
01 01 OC 00046C
01 01 OC 000684
01 01 OC 000694
01 01 OC 0006EO
01 01 OC 000708
01 01 OC 000754




SYMBOL lEN VAlUE OEFN REFERENCES 8/10/73
AO<:N2 00004 00045C 00316 0087 0114
AEVENT 00004 000684 00385 0059 0101
CATlG 00001 00012C 00128 0125
CPPl 00001 000000 00436 0015
CPPlCBUF 00004 000000 00437 0060
CPPlECT 00004 OOOOOC 00440 0058 0099 0276
CPPlP5CB 00004 000008 00439 0078 0100
CPPl UPT 00004 000004 00438 0057 0098 0275
DAIR 00001 0001A2 00173 0129
OAIRI 00001 000262 00235 0265
DAPl 00001 000000 00423 0096
OAPlOAPB 00004 000010 00429 0175 0196 0238
OAPl ECa 00004 000008 00427 0101
OAPl ECT 00004 000004 00426 0099
OAPl PSCB 00004 OOOOOC 00428 0100
DAPlUPT 00004 000000 00425 0098
OAP08 00002 00068C 00387 0195 0199
OAP18 00002 000608 00396 0174 0177 0237 0240
DA080DNM 00001 000698 00390 0216
DA080SN 00004 000694 00389
OIRECT 00004 00029E 00256 0215
OORG 00001 000607 00395 0212 0214 0217
OSN 00002 000656 00383 0107 0389 0398 0404 0413
oSNAM 00004 000008 00036 0030
OSNAME 00044 000470 00326 0082 0323
OSNER 00004 0002BC 00263 0111 0113 ...
OS"l1 00044 000658 00384 0106 0269 ....
EVENT 00004 000688 00386 0176 0197 0236 0277 0282 0385
FF 00004 000348 00302 0076 0131
FREEo 00001 0001E6 00193 0187 0190
GO ON 00001 OOOOOA 00103 0134
IKJS0002 00001 000794 00047 0018
IKJS0012 00002 000170 00151 0142
IKJa0002 00001 000028 00045 0019
IKJa0003 00001 000018 00041 0020
rKJ@0004 00001 000793 00033 0032
IKJa0012 00002 000158 00143 0150
IKJPARMO 00001 000000 00022 0030 0035 0043 0045 0088
IOPl 00004 000338 00301 0279
ISAM 00001 00029E 00255 0213
lISTlOC 00004 000460 00318 0117
lOCAREA 00008 0004AO 00327 0325
MESSI 00025 0003AO 00309 0263
MESS2 00025 0003C6 00310 0209
MESS3 00025 00030F 00311 0191 0250
I'IESS4 00025 0003F8 00312 0226
MESS5 00025 000411 00313 0260
MESS6 00025 00042A 00314 0256
MESS7 00025 000443 00315 0126
MOVEL 00006 000650 00382 0083 0109 0115 0123
NEXT 00004 000130 00130 0268
NOFRI 00001 000184 00159 0153
NoFR2 00001 000198 00167 0161
NULL 00004 00034C 00303 0063 0176 0197 0236 0274 0277
OKI 00001 000220 00211 0208
01(2 00001 00029C 00252 0249
OK3 00001 000256 00228 0225
ORIG08 00002 000700 00402 0199
ORIG18 00002 00074C 00410 0177 0240
OUT 00004 0005F8 00335 0216 0217 0222 0224 0233
CROSS-REFERENCE PAGE 2
SYMBOL LEN VALUE DEFN REFERENCES 8/10/73
PARM 00001 000778 00017 0018 0021 0026 0040 0041 0046
PARSER 00004 0002A6 00258 0077
PEN00004 00001 000793 00034 0029
POA"IS 00004 0003A4 00306 0063 0064 0137
POINTER 00001 0003AC 00308 0053 0094 0152 0160
POST0004 00001 00077E 00027 002<1
PPL 00001 000000 00443 0055
PPLANS 00004 000010 00453 0065 0074
PPLCBUF 00004 000014 00454 0060
PPLECB 00004 000008 00451 005<1
PPLECT 00004 000004 00450 0058
PPLPCL 00004 OOOOOC 00452 0062
PPLUPT 00004 000000 00449 0057
PPLUWA 00004 000018 00455
PUTL 00001 00032C 00296 0284
PUTLI 00004 0002C4 00265 0227 0257
PUTL2 00001 0002CC 00267 0127 0192 0210 0251 0264
PUTL20 00006 000200 00269 0266
PUTL3 00001 0002E4 00273 0261
RELEASE 00001 000000 00001 0009 0024 0038 0048
RETURN 00001 000146 00136 0132 0262
SAVE 00004 0005BO 00330 0010 0168
TEXT 00004 000350 00304 0259 0272 0274 0299
TEXTl 00080 000354 00305 0260 0269 0270
VPARM 00004 0003A8 00307 0061
....
CD
NO STATEMENTS FLAGGED IN THIS ASSEMBLY
I
*STATI STICS* SOURCE RECORDS ISYSINI = 246 SOURCE RECOROS (SYSLIBI = 4655
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT* LIST, NODECK, LOAD, NORENT, XREF, NOTEST. ALGN. OS, NOTERM, LINECNT = 60
374 PRINTED LINES
EXTERNAL SYMBOL OICTIONARY PAGE 1
SYMBOL TYPE ID AODR LENGTH LO ID 09.55 8/10173
COMPRfSS SO 01 000000 000844





LOC OBJECT caos AooRl AoOR2 SHlT SOURCE STATEMENT F01MAY72 8/10173
000000 1 COMPR ESS CSECT 00000010
2 PRINT NoGEN 00000020
3 SAVE 114,121 "COMPRESS 00000030
000012 18CF 8 LR 12,15 00000040
000000 9 USING COMPRESS,12 00000050
000014 41EO C660 00660 10 LA 14, SAVE 00000060
000018 50ED 0008 00008 11 ST 14,81131 00000070
00001C 50DE 0004 00004 12 ST 13,41141 00000080
000020 18DE 13 LR 13,14 00000090
000022 1821 14 LR 2,1 00000100
000000 15 USING CPPL,2 00000110
16 PARM IKJPARM 00000120
25 oSNAM IKJPOSIT OSNAME,PROMPT='oATA SET NAME' 00000130
38 KElll IKJKEYWO OEFAULT='LIST' 00000140
51 IKJNAME 'LIST' 00000150
60 IKJNAME 'NOLIST' 00000160
69 IKJENoP 00000170
78 GETMAIN R,LV=32 GET CORE FOR PPL 00000180
00002E 9601 C588 00588 82 01 POINTER,X'Ol' 00000190
000032 1841 83 LR 4,1 00-000200
000000 84 USING PPL,4 00000210
85 ** PREPARE CALL TO IKJPARS 00000220
000034 0203 4000 2004 00000 00004 86 MVC PPLUPTI41,CPPLUPT 00000230
00003~ 0203 4004 200C 00004 OOOOC 87 MVC PPLECTI41,CPPLECT 00000240
000040 0203 4008 C784 00008 00784 88 MVC PPLECBI41, AEVENT 00000250
000046 0203 4014 2000 00014 00000 89 MVC PPLCBUF(4),CPPLCBUF 00000260 U'I
00004C 58BO C584 00584 90 L 11, VPAR M 00000270 0
000050 50BO 400C OOOOC 91 ST 11, PPLPCL 00000280
000054 0203 C580 C524 00580 00524 92 MVC POANSI41,NUll 00000290
00005A 41BO C580 00580 93 LA 11, POANS 00000300
00005E 50BO 4010 00010 94 ST 11, PPLANS 00000310
000062 1814 95 LR 1,4 00000320
96 LINK EP=I KJPARS 00000330
00007A 5850 4010 00010 103 L 5, PPLANS 00000340
00007F 5855 0000 00000 104 L 5,0151 GET POINTER TO POL 00000350
000082 5950 C520 00520 105 C 5,FF PARS SUCCESSFULL ? 00000360
000086 4780 C2E6 002E6 106 BC 8,PARSER 00000370
000000 107 USING IKJPARMO,5 00000380
00008A 4165 0008 00008 108 LA 6,8(5) GET POINTER TO POE 00000390
109 ** PREPARE CALl TO IKJOAIR 00000400
110 GETMAIN R,lV=24 GET CORE FOR OAPL 00000410
000098 960Z C588 00588 114 01 POINTER,X'OZ' 00000420
00009C 1831 115 LR 3,1 00000430
000000 116 USING OAPL,3 00000440
00009E 0203 3000 Z004 00000 00004 117 MVC OAPLUPT(4),CPPLUPT 00000450
0000A4 0203 3004 ZOOC 00004 OOOOC 118 MVC OAPLECT(4),CPPLECT 00000460
OOOOAA 0203 300C 2008 OOOOC 00008 119 MVC OAPLPSCB(4), CPPLP SCB 00000470
000080 0203 3008 C784 00008 00784 120 MVC OAPLECBI41,AEVENT 00000480
0000B6 121 GOON EQU
*
00000490
0000 B6 58A& 0000 00000 122 L 10,0161 GET POINTER TO OSNAME 00000500
00008A 489& 0004 00004 123 LH 9,4161 GET OSNAME LENGTH 00000510
OOOOBE 4180 C6BO 00680 124 LA 8,OSN1 00000520
0000C2 4090 C6AE 006AE 125 STH 9,OSN STORE LENGTH IN OSN BUFFER FOR OAIR 00000530
0000C6 0690 126 BCTR 9,0 OECREASE SY 1 FOR EX 00000540
0000C8 4490 C6A8 006A8 127 EX 9,MOVEL MOVE OSN INTO OSN SUFFER FOR OAIR 00000550
OOOOCC 9140 6006 00006 128 TM 6161,X'40' OSN IN QUOTE 1 00000560
000000 4710 C304 00304 129 BO OSNER YES ERROR 00000570
000004 9180 600E OOOOE 130 TM 14161,X'80' 00000580
000008 4710 C304 00304 131 BO OSNER MBER NAME PRESENT YES ERROR 00000590
OOOOOC 4890 50Z0 00020 132 LH 9,KElll GET KEYWORO NR. 00000600
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LOC OBJECT CODE 1I00R1 AOOR2 STMT SOURCE STATEMENT FOIMAY72 8/10/73







































































































******** ALLOC USER OATASET BY OSNAME AND ODNAME





MVI CTL08.PREFIX PREFIX USERIO






















OKK BAL 10.RESET08 CLEAR OAIR
************* ALLOC TS0749.COPY.OATA BY






MVC SYSIN181.0008 SAVE ODNAME RETURN BY OAIR
LTR 15.15 ALLOC. SUCCESSFULL ?
BZ DKI YES BRANCH
MVC TEXTl(441.TSOOSN+2 NO MOVE OSNAME INTO MESS
LA 9.MESS2
BAL 10.COOE CONVERT CODE ANO MOVE IN MESS
BAL 10.PUTL21 PRINT MESS
B RETURN1 RETURN
OK1 BAL 10.RESET08 CLEAR DAIR PARAM. BLOCK
************** ALLOC SYSUT3.SYSUT4 ********
LA 8.2 LOAD COUNT
LA 9.SYSUT3 GET AOOR 01' AREA TO SAVE DONAME RETURN
BY OAIR







































































































































































LOC OBJECT CODE AOOR 1 AOOR2 STMT SOURCE STATEMENT F01MAY72 8110/73
0001AA 50BO C718 00718 193 ST 11,AOSN08 SAVE AOOR OF OSN BUFFER IN OAPL 00001210
OOOlAE 0207 C724 C7B4 00724 007B4 194 MVC UNIT08181,SYSOA MOVE UNIT NAME INTO OAPB 00001220
0001B4 9204 C754 00754 195 MVI STAT08,NEW 00001230
0001B8 0201 C755 C70C 00755 0070C 196 MVC OISPI08121,OEl 00001240
0001BE 9280 C757 00757 197 MVI CTL08,TRK SPACE IN TRKS 00001250
0001C2 45AJ C35C 0035C 198 BAL 10,OAIR08 00001260
0001C6 0207 9000 C71C 00000 0071C 199 MVC 018,91,0008 SAVE OONAME RETURN BY DAIR 00001270
0001CC 12FF 200 LTR 15,15 OAIR SUCCESSFULL ? 00001280
0001CE 4780 ClE8 001E8 201 8Z OK2 YES ~ 8RANCH 00001290
0001D2 202 ERROR EQU * 00001300
000102 0207 C530 B002 00530 00002 203 MVC TEXTl181,21111 NO - MOVE OSN INTO MESSAGE 00001310
000108 4190 C5A2 005A2 204 LA 9,MESS2 00001320
00010C 45AO C4E8 004E8 205 BAL 10,COOE CONVERT CODE - MOVE IN MESSAGE 00001330
0001EO 45AO C39C 0039C 206 BAL 10, PUTL21 PRI NT MESSAGE 00001340
0001E4 47FO C274 00274 207 B RETURNI 00001350
0001E8 45AO C3F4 003F4 208 OK2 BAL 10,RESET08 ClEAR DAPB 00001360
0001Er 4199 0008 00008 209 LA 9,8191 GET AOOR OF NEXT OSN 00001370
0001 FO 41BB OOOA OOOOA 210 lA l1,10H1I GET AOOR OF NEXT AREA FOR OONAME 00001380
0001 F4 4680 C19E 0019E 211 BCT 8,UAllOC BRANCH TO AllOC. NEXT UTIlITY OATA SET 00001390
212 ******* AllOCATE TERMINAL OR DUMMY DATA SET FOR SYSPRINT *** 00001400
0001F8 9101 C65C 0065C 213 TM OPLIST,X'Ol' NOLIST ? 00001410
0001FC 4710 C246 00246 214 BO DUMMY YES BR. 00001420
215 *********************************************************** 00001430
000200 216 TERM EQU * AllOC TERMINAL AS "SYSPRINT" FOR IEBCOPY 00001440
000200 921C C711 00711 217 MVI OAP08+1,X'IC' SET CODE FOR TERMINAL AllOCATION 00001450
000204 9240 C718 00718 218 MVI AOSN08,X'40' SET OONAME BlANCK 00001460 111
000208 0206 C719 C718 00n9 00718 219 MVC ADSN08+1171,AOSN08 00001470
...,
00020E D205 C712 C524 00712 00524 220 MVC FlG0816J,NUlL SET FlAGS TO ZERO 00001480
000214 45AO C35C 0035C 221 BAl 10,OAIR08 00001490
000218 D207 C7AC C718 007AC 00718 222 MVC SYSPRINTI81,AOSN08 SAVE OONAME RETURNEO BY DAIR 00001500
00021E 12FF 223 lTR 15,15 YES BRANCH :J0001510
000220 4780 C242 00242 224 BZ ATERM NO 00001520
000224 4190 C61F 0061F 225 LA 9, MESS8 CONVERT CODE - MOVE IN MESSAGE 00001530
000228 45AO C4E8 004E8 226 BAl 10, CODE 00001540
00022C 0218 C530 C61F 00530 0061F 227 MVC TEXTH251,MESS8 00001550
000232 4170 0010 0001D 228 lA 7,29 00001560
000236 4090 C52C 0052C 229 STH 9,TEXT 00001570
00023A 45AO C3AA 003AA 230 BAl 10,PUTl PRINT MESSAGE 00001580
00023E 47FO C274 00274 231 B RETURNI 00001590
000242 232 ATERM EQU * 00001600
000242 47FO C270 00270 233 B LINK 00001610
234 *********************************************************** 00001620
235 ******** AllOCATE DUMMY OATA SET AS 'SYSPRINT' FOR IEBCOPY ** 00001630
000246 236 DUMMY EQU * 00001640
000246 41BO C652 00652 237 lA 11 , NUll FIl E 00001650
00024A 5080 C718 00718 238 ST n,ADSNOB 00001660
00024E 9201 C754 00754 239 MVI STAT08,OlO 00001670
000252 0201 C755 C70A 00755 0070A 240 MVC DISPI08121,KEEP 00001680
000258 45AO C35C 0035C 241 BAl 10,OAIR08 00001690
00025C 0207 C7AC C71C 007AC 0071C 242 MVC SYSPRINTl81,OO08 00001700
000262 12FF 243 lTR 15,15 00001710
000264 4780 C26C 0026C 244 BZ OK3 00001720
000268 47FO CI02 00102 245 8 ERROR 00001730
00026C 45AO C3F4 003F4 246 OK3 8Al 10,RESET08 00001740
247 ************************************************ 00001750
000270 248 LINK EQU * 00001760
000270 45AO C43C 0043C 249 8Al 10,ULINK GO TO lINK TO IE8COPY 00001770
250 *********************************************************** 00001780
000274 251 RETURNI EQU * 00001790
000274 4180 0005 00005 252 lA 8,5 COUNT FOR FREE 00001800
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LOC OBJECT CODE ADDR1 ADDR2 STMT SOURCE STATEMENT F01MAY72 8/10173
000278 4190 C78C 007BC 253 LA 9,SYSUT3 ADDR OF FIRST DDNAME TO BE FREE 00001810
00027e 4560 C310 00310 254 BAL 6, LFREE 00001820
000280 47FO C28A 0028A 255 B RETURN NORMAL RETURN OF LFREE 00001830
000284 189B 256 LR 9,11 RESTORE PTR TO OOANME RETURN FOR LFREE UNSUCCESS- 00001840
257 * FULl 00001850
000286 47FO C34E 0034E 258 B FREE 00001860
259 *********************************************************** 00001870
00028A 260 RETURN EQU * 00001880
00028A 4110 C580 00580 261 LA l,POANS 00001890
262 IKJRLSA 111 00001900
0002B4 9101 C5B8 005B8 276 TM POINTER,X'Ol' 00001910
0002B8 4780 C2C8 002C8 277 BZ NOFR1 00001920
0002BC 1814 278 LR 1,4 00001930
279 FREEMA1N R,LV=32,A=111 FREE CORE FOR PPL 00001940
0002C8 283 NOFRI EQU * 00001950
0002C8 9102 C588 00588 284 TM POINTER,X'02' 00001960
0002CC 4780 C20C 0020C 285 BZ NOFR2 00001970
00021)0 1813 286 LR 1,3 00001980
287 FREEMA1N R,LV=24,A=111 FREE CORE FOR DAPL 00001990
00020::- 291 NOFR2 EQU * 00002000
00020C 5800 C664 00664 292 L 13,SAVE+4 00002010
293 RETURN 114,121 00002020
296 *********************************************************** 00002030
0002E6 4170 0010 00010 297 PARSER LA 7,29 00002040
0002EA 4070 C52C 0052C 298 STH 7,TEXT 00002050
0002EE 4190 C5ED 005ED 299 LA 9,MESS5 00002060 Vt
0002F2 45AO C4E8 004E8 300 BAL 10, CODE 00002070
w
0002F6 0218 C530 C5Eo 00530 005EO 301 MVC TEXT1l251, MESS5 00002080
0002FC 45AO C3AA 003AA 302 BAL 10, PUTL 00002090
000300 47FO C28A 0028A 303 B RETURN 00002100
000304 4190 C589 00589 304 oSNER LA 9,MESS1 00002110
000308 45AO C396 00396 305 BAL 10, PUTL2 00002120
00030C 47FO C28A 0028A 306 B RETURN 00002130
307 ************************************************************* 00002140
000310 308 LFREE EQU * FREE ALLOCATEo OATA SETS 00002150
000310 9540 9000 00000 309 CLI 0191,X'40' OONAME ALLOCATEO ? 00002160
000314 4780 C352 00352 310 BE NOFREE NO - SKIP 00002170
000318 0207 C76B 9000 00768 00000 311 MVC 0018181.0191 MOVE OoNAME 00002180
00031E 41BO C75C 0075C 312 LA 1l,OAP18 GET OAPB AoR 00002190
000322 50BO 3010 00010 313 ST 1l,oAPLOAPB STORE IN OAPL 00002200
000326 45AO C364 00364 314 BAL 10,OA1R LINK TO DArR 00002210
00032A 12FF 315 LTR 15,15 FREE SUCCESSFULL 00002220
00032C 4780 C34E 0034E 316 BZ FREE YES BRANCH 00002230
000330 41EO 001C 0001C 317 LA 14,28 NOT FREE ,NOT ALLOCATEo ? 00002240
000334 19FE 318 CR 15,14 YES OK 00002250
000336 47BO C34E 0034E 319 BE FREE 00002260
00033A 18B9 320 LR 11,9 SAVE PTR TO oONAME 00002270
00033C 0207 C530 9000 00530 00000 321 MVC TEXT1181,0191 MOVE ooNAHE INTO MESS. 00002280
000342 4190 C5BB 005BB 322 LA 9,MESS3 00002290
000346 45AO C3B4 00384 323 BAL 10, PUTL 1 PRINT MESSAGE 00002300
00034A 47F6 0004 00004 324 B 4161 RETURN FOR ERROR 00002310
00034E 45AO C41E 0041E 325 FREE BAL 10,RESET18 00002320
000352 326 NOFREE EQU * 00002330
000352 4199 0008 00008 327 LA 9,8191 GET AOR OF NEXT OoNAME 00002340
000356 4680 C310 00310 328 BCT 8,LFREE 00002350
00035A 07F6 329 BR 6 00002360
330 *******************************************LER 00002370
00035C 331 OA I R08 EQU * 00002380
00035C 4170 c n.o 00710 332 LA 7,DAP08 00002390
000360 5070 3010 00010 333 ST 7,oAPLoAPB 00002400
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lOC OBJECT CODE AOORI AOOR2 STMT SOURCE STATEMENT FOIMAY72 8/10173
000364 334 OAIR EQU * 00002410
000364 0203 C788 C524 00788 00524 335 MVC EVENTl41.NUll 00002420
00036A 1813 336 lR 1.3 00002430
337 LINK EP=IKJDAIR 00002440
000382 07FJ\. 344 BR 10 00002450
345 ********************************************************************* 00002460
000384 346 PUTLl EQU * 00002470
000384 0218 C538 9000 00538 00000 347 MVC TEXT1+8 (25 1,0(91 00002480
00038a 4170 0025 00025 348 lA 7,37 00002490
00038E 4070 C52C 0052C 349 STH 7, TEXT 00002500
000392 47FO C3AA 003AA 350 B PUTl 00002510
000396 351 PUTl2 EQU * 00002520
000396 022B C530 C6BO 00530 006BO 352 MVC TEXT1l441,OSNl 00002530
00039( 353 PUTl21 EQU * 00002540
00039C 0218 C55C 9000 0055C 00000 354 MVC TEXT1+44(251,0191 00002550
0003A2 4170 0049 00049 355 lA 7,73 00002560
0003A6 4070 C52C 0052C 356 STH 7,TEXT 00002570
0003AA 357 PUTl EQU * 00002580
0003AA 0201 C52E C524 0052E 00524 358 MVC TEXT+212I,NUll 00002590
0003BO 5870 2004 00004 359 l 7,CPPlUPT 00002600
0003B4 5890 200C OOOOC 360 l 9,CPPlECT 00002610
000388 0203 C788 C524 00788 00524 361 MVC EVENTl4J,NUll 00002620
362 PUTlINE PARM=PUTX,UPT=(7I,ECT=(9I,ECB=EVENT,MF=(E,IOPlI 00002630
0003F2 07FA 376 BR 10 00002640
377 ******************************************************* 00002650
0003F4 378 RESET08 EQU * 00002660 U1
0003F4 0205 C712 C524 00712 00524 379 MVC FLG08161,NULL 00002670 ...
0003FA 9240 cn c 0071C 380 MVI 0008,X'40' BLK OONAHE UNIT SERIAl NR. 00002680
0003FE 0216 C710 C71C 00710 0071C 381 MVC 0008+1(231,0008 00002690
000404 0207 C734 C524 00734 00524 382 MVC BlK08( 81, NUll ZERO BlKSIZE SPACE OIRECTORY 00002700
00040A 0207 C73C C524 0073C 00524 383 MVC BLK08+8(8I,NUlL 00002710
000410 0200 C757 C524 00757 00524 384 MVC CTl0811 I, NUll ZERO CTl 00002720
000416 0203 C758 C524 00758 00524 385 MVC FFlG08( 41, NULL ZERO RESERVEO,OSORG 00002730
00041C 07FA 386 BR 10 00002740
00041E 387 RESET18 EQU * 00002750
00041E 0203 C75E C524 0075E 00524 388 MVC FlG18(4J, NUll ZERO FlAG OARO 00002760
000424 0205 C762 C75E 00762 0075E 389 MVC FlG18+4(61,FlG18 ZERO CTRC OSN POINTER 00002770
00042A 9240 C770 00770 390 MVI MB18,X'40' BlK MBER NAME SYSOUT 00002780
00042E 0208 C771 C770 00771 00770 391 MVC MB18+1 (91, MB18 00002790
000434 0201 C77A C524 0077A 00524 392 MVC STAT18( 21 .NUll ZERO OISP,CTRl 00002800
00043A 07Fa 393 BR 10 00002810
394 ******************************************************* 00002820
00043C 395 ULINK EQU * ()0002830
00043C 0207 C80C C79C 0080C 0079C 396 MVC CSYSIN(81,SYSIN 00002840
000442 0207 C834 C78C 00834 0078C 397 MVC CSYSUT3{8I,SYSUT3 00002850
000448 0207 C83C C794 0083C 00794 398 MVC CSYSUT4(81,SYSUT4 00002860
00044E 0207 C814 C7AC 00814 007AC 399 MVC CPRINT(81,SYSPRINT 00002870
400 STAX OEFER=YES DON 'T ALlOW INTERRUPT 00002880
412 LINK EP=I EBCOPY, PARAM= (OPT ION,OOLI ST" Vl= 1 00002890
000496 9101 C65C 0065C 426 TM OPlI ST, X' 01' ()0002900
00049A 078A 427 BCR 8,10 00002910
00049C 4190 C638 00638 428 lA 9.MESS9 00002920
0004AO 12FF 429 LTR 15,15 00002930
0004A2 4780 C4AE 004AE 430 BZ MOVE 00002940
0004A6 45AO C4E8 004E8 431 BAl 10,COOE ()0002950
0004AA 47FO C4B2 004B2 432 8 MOVEl 00002960
0004AE 433 "lOVE EQU * 00002970
0004AE 92FO C640 00640 434 "lVI MESS9+21.X'FO' ()0002980
0004B2 435 MOVEl EQU * 00002990
000482 0216 C530 9000 00530 00000 436 MVC TEXT1l231,O(91 00003000
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0004B8 41AO 001B OOOlB 437 LA 10,27 00003010
0004BC 40AO C52C 0052C 43S STH 10,TEXT 00003020
0004CO 45AO C3AA 003A4 439 BAL 10, PUTl 00003030
0004C4 47FO C274 00274 440 B RETURNI 00003040
441 STAX OEFER=NO AllOW I NTERRUPT 00003050
0004E6 07F~ 453 BR 10 00003060
454 *********************************************************** 00003070
0004E8 455 COOE EQU * 000030S0
0004E8 4EFO C7CO 007CO 456 CVO 15,PACK 00003090
0004EC 9220 C7C9 007C9 457 MVI UNPK+l,X'20' 00003100
0004FO 0205 C7CA C7C9 007CA 007C9 45S MVC UNPK+2161,UNPK+l 00003110
0004F6 OE07 C7CS C7C4 007CS 007C4 459 EO UNPKlSI,PACK+4 00003120
0004FC 0201 9015 C7CE 00015 007CE 460 MVC 2112,91,UNPK+6 00003130
000502 07FA 461 BR 10 00003140
462 *********************************************************** 00003150
463 *********************************************************** 00003160
464 PUTX PUTlINE OUTPUT=ITEXT",OATAI,MF=l 00003170
000510 0000000000000000 471 IOPl OC 4F'O' 000031S0
000520 FFOOOOOO 472 FF OC X' FFOOOOOO' 00003190
000524 0000000000000000 473 NULL OC 2F'O' 00003200
00052C 00000000 474 TEXT OC flO' 00003210
000530 4040404040404040 475 TEXTl OC ClSO' , 00003220
0005S0 00000000 476 POANS OC flO' 00003230
000584 00000000 477 VPARM OC VIPARMI 00003240
0005B8 00 478 POINTER OC X'OO' 00003250
000589 C905E5CI03C9C440 479 MESSl OC Cl25'INVAlIO OATA SET NAME' 00003260 U1
0005A2 C1030306C3CIE3C5 4S0 MESSZ oe ClZ5'AllOCATE ERROR' 00003Z70 U1
0005BB C609C5C540C50909 481 MESS3 OC ClZ5'FREE ERROR' 00003Z80
000504 C4EZ0609C74OC9E2 4SZ MESS4 OC ClZ5'OSORG IS NOT PARTITIONEO' 00003290
0005EO 07CI09CI04C5E3C5 483 MESS5 OC CLZ5'PARAMETER ERROR' 00003300
000606 CI0309C5CIC4E840 484 MESS6 OC Cl25'AlREAOY IN USE' 00003310
00061F E3C50904C905CI03 485 MESS8 OC Cl25'TERMINAl AllOC.ERROR' 000033Z0
00063S C9C5CZC30607E840 486 MESS9 OC Cl25'IEBCOPY RETURN CODE' 00003330
000651 00
000652 0008 487 NULLFILE OC H'S' 00003340
000654 05E40303C6C903C5 4SS OC ClS 'NUllFIlE' 00003350
00065C 00 4S9 OPLIST OC X'OO' 00003360
00065D 000000
000660 0000000000000000 490 SAVE OC 18F'O' 00003370
0006AS OZOO SOOO AOOO 00000 00000 491 MOVEl MVC ÖlO,81.01101 00003380
0006AE 0000 492 OSN OC H'O' 00003390
0006BO 4040404040404040 493 OSNl oe Cl44' , 00003400
00060C 0010 494 TSOOSN OC H'16' 00003410
00060E E3EZ06F7F4F94BC3 495 oe el44'TS0749.COPY.OATA' 00003420
000001 496 OlO EQU X'Ol' 00003430
000004 497 NEW EQU X'04' 00003440
000008 49S SHR EQU X'OS' 00003450
OOOOZO 499 PREFIX EQU X'ZO' 00003460
000080 500 TRK EQU X'SO' 00003470
00070A OSOS 501 KEEP oe X'OSOS' 000034S0
00070C 0404 50Z OEl OC X'0404' 00003490
000710 503 OS OF 00003500
000710 0008 504 OAPOS oe X'OOOS' 00003510
000712 000000000000 505 FLG08 oe 6X'OO' 00003520
00071S 00000000 506 AOSNOS oe F'O' 00003530
00071C 4040404040404040 507 OOOS OC CLS' , 00003540
0007Z4 4040404040404040 50S UNITOS oe CLS' , 00003550
0007ZC 4040404040404040 509 SEl08 OC ClS' , 00003560
000734 00000000 510 BlKOS oe flO' 00003570
000738 00000000 511 SPl OC flO' 000035S0
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00073C 00000000 512 SP2 OC PO' 00003590
000740 00000000 513 OC PO' 00003600
000744 4040404040404040 514 OC CL16' , 00003610
000754 00 '" 515 STAT08 OC X'OO' 00003620
000755 00 516 O1SP108 OC X'OO' 00003630
000756 00 517 O1SP208 OC X'OO' 00003640
000751 00 518 CTL08 OC X'OO' 00003650
000758 000000 519 FFLG08 OC 3X'OO' 00003660
00075B 00 520 OORG08 OC X'OO' 00003670
00075C 521 OS OF 00003680
00075C 0018 522 OAP18 OC X'OO18' 00003690
00075~ 000000000000 523 FLG18 OC 6X'OO' 00003700
000764 00000000 524 AOSN18 OC F'O' 00003710
000768 0000000000000000 525 0018 OC 2F'O' 00003720
000770 4040404040404040 526 1'1818 OC CL10' , 00003730
000771 00 527 STATI8 OC X'OO' 00003740
000778 00 528 CTLI8 OC X'OO' 00003750
00077C 4040404040404040 529 OC 8C' , 00003160
000784 00000788 530 AEVENT OC Al EVENTJ 00003770
000788 00000000 531 EVENT OC F'O' 00003780
00078C 4040404040404040 532 SYSUT3 OC CL8' , 00003790
000794 4040404040404040 533 SYSUT4 OC CL8' , 00003800
00079C 4040404040404040 534 SYS1N OC CL8' , 00003810
0007A4 C90506E4E3404040 535 1NOUT OC CL8' 1NOUT' 00003820
0007AC 4040404040404040 536 SYSPR1NT OC CL8' , 00003830
000784 E2E8E2C4C1404040 537 SYSOA OC CL8'SYSOA' 00003840 U1
00078C 00000000 '"
0007CO 0000000000000000 538 PACK OC 0'0' 00003850
0007C8 4040404040404040 539 UNPK OC CL8' , 00003860
000700 0008 540 UT3 OC H'8' 00003870
000702 50C3E2E8E2E4E3F3 541 OC C'&&CSYSUT3' 00003880
00070A 0008 542 UT4 OC H' 8' 00003890
00070C 50C3 E2E8E2E4E3F4 543 OC C'&&CSYSUT4' 00003900
0007E4 544 OS OF 00003910
0007E4 0000 545 OC H'O' 00003920
0007Ef> ..QQl)0 546 OPTION OC !f'O· 00003930
0007E8 0000 547 OC H'O' 00003940
0007Eß 0048 548 OOLIST OC H'72' 00003950
0007EC 0000000000000000 549 OC 8F'O' 00003960
00080C 4040404040404040 550 CSYS1N OC 8C' , 00003970
000814 4040404040404040 551 CPR1NT OC CL8' , 00003980
00081C 0000000000000000 552 OC 2F'O' 00003990
000824 E2E8E2E4E3Fl4040 553 OC CL8'SYSUT1' 00004000
00082C E2E8E2E4E3F24040 554 OC CL8' SYSUT2' 00004010
000834 4040404040404040 555 CSYSUT3 OC 8C' , 00004020





RELOCATION OICTIONARY PAGE 1
POS.ID REL.IO FLAGS ADORESS 8110173
01 01 OC 000068
01 01 OC 000370
01 01 OC 0003EO
01 01 OC 000478
01 01 08 000470
01 01 OC 000484
01 01 OC 000508
01 01 OC 000784




SYMBOL LEN VALUE OEFN REF ERENCES 8/10173
40SN08 00004 000718 00506 0141 0171 0193 0218 0219 0219 0222 0238
ADSN18 00004 000764 00524
AEVENT 00004 000784 00530 0088 0120
ALLOC 00004 OOOOEC 00140 0135
ATERM 00001 000242 00232 0224
BLK08 00004 000734 00510 0382 0383
CODE 00001 0004E8 00455 0153 0180 0205 0226 0300 0431
COMPRESS 00001 000000 00001 0009 0024 0037 0050 0059 0068 0077
CPPL 00001 000000 00576 0015
CPPLCBUF 00004 000000 00577 0089
CPPLECT 00004 OOOOOC 00580 0087 0118 0360
CPPLPSCB 00004 OOOOOB 00579 0119
CPPLUPT 00004 000004 00578 0086 0117 0359
CPRINT 00008 000814 00551 0399
CSYSIN 00001 00080C 00550 0396
CSYSUT3 00001 000834 00555 0397
CSYSUT4 00001 00083C 00556 0398
CTL08 00001 000757 00518 0144 0197 0384
CTL18 00001 00077B 00528
DAIR 00001 000364 00334 0314
DUR08 00001 00035C 00331 0146 0174 0198 0221 0241
DAPL 00001 000000 00563 0116
DAPLOAPB 00004 000010 00569 0313 0333
DAPLECB 00004 000008 00567 0120
DAPLECT 00004 000004 00566 0118
DAPLPSCB 00004 OOOOOC 00568 0119 U'I
D4PL UPT 00004 000000 00565 0117 CX>
D4P08 00002 000710 00504 0217 0332
04P18 00002 00075C 00522 0312
OOLlST 00002 0007EA 00548 0418
0008 00008 00071C 00507 0145 0157 0175 0199 0242 0380 0381 0381
0018 00004 000768 00525 0311
DEL 00002 00070C 00502 0196
DISPl08 00001 000755 00516 0143 0173 0196 0240
DISP208 00001 000756 00517
00RG08 00001 000758 00520 0162
OSN 00002 0006AE 00492 0125 0140
OSNA" 00004 000008 00036 0030
OSNER 00004 000304 00304 0129 0131
DSN1 00044 0006BO 00493 0124 0352
DlJM"Y 00001 000246 00236 0214
ERROR 00001 000102 00202 0245
EVENT 00004 000788 00531 0335 0361 0366 0530
FF 00004 000520 00472 0105
FFLG08 00001 000758 00519 0385
FLG08 00001 000712 00505 0220 0379
FLG18 00001 00075E 00523 0388 0389 0389
FREE 00004 00034E 00325 0258 0316 0319
GDON 00001 000086 00121
IH80023 00004 00045C 00403 0401
IHB0025 00001 000478 00415
IHB0025A 00001 000480 00419 0414
IHB0027 00004 000400 00444 0442
IKJ S0002 00001 000883 00076 0018
IKJS0013 00002 0002B4 00275 0266
IKJm0002 00001 000028 00074 0019
IKJ@0003 00001 000018 00040 0020
IKJ@0004 00001 000863 00033 0032
IKJa0005 00001 00086E 00046 0045
IKJ@0006 00001 000877 00057 0056
CROSS-REFERENCE PAGE 2
SY"1BOl lEN IIAlUE OEFN REFERENCES 8/10173
TKJ@0007 00001 000882 00066 0065
TKJ@0013 00002 00029C 00267 0274
IKJPARMO 00001 000000 00022 0030 0035 0044 0048 0072 0074 0107
I'lOUT 00008 0007A4 00535 0145
TOPl 00004 000510 00471 0363
KEEP 00002 00070A 00501 0143 0173 0240
KEN00005 00001 00086E 00047 0043
KEW1 00002 000020 00049 0044 0132
KEYW0005 00001 000863 00041 0043
lFREE 00001 000310 00308 0254 0328
LI NK 00001 000270 00248 0233
MB18 00010 000770 00526 0390 0391 0391
MESS1 00025 000589 00479 0304
MESS2 00025 0005A2 00480 0152 0179 0204
MESS3 00025 00058B 00481 0322
'1ESS4 00025 000504 00482 0164
MESS5 00025 0005EO 00483 0299 0301
'1ESS6 00025 000606 00484 0158
MESS8 00025 00061F 00485 0225 0227
MESS9 00025 000638 00486 0428 0434
MOllE 00001 0004AE 00433 0430
MOIIEl 00006 0006A8 00491 0127
MOIIEl 00001 000482 00435 0432
NAME0006 00001 00086E 00053 0055
NAME0007 00001 000877 00062 0064
NEN00006 00001 000877 00058 0055 U1
NEND0007 00001 000882 00067 0064 '"
NEW 00001 000004 00497 0195
NOFREE 00001 000352 00326 0310
NOFRl 00001 0002C8 00283 0277
NOFR2 00001 00020C 00291 0285
NUll 00004 000524 00473 0092 0220 0335 0358 0361 0379 0382 0383 0384 0385 0388 0392
NUllFILE 00002 000652 00487 0237
OK 00001 00013E 00161 0148
OKK 00004 000152 00167 0163
OK1 00004 00018E 00183 0177
OK2 00004 0001E8 00208 0201
01(3 00004 00026C 00246 0244
OlD 00001 000001 00496 0142 0239
OPLIST 00001 00065C 00489 0136 0213 0426
OPTION 00002 0007E6 00546 0416
PACK 00008 0007CO 00538 0456 0459
PARM 00001 000848 00017 0018 0021 0026 0039 0040 0052 0061 0070 0075
PARSER 00004 0002E6 00297 0106
PEND0004 00001 000863 00034 0029
POl<NS 00004 000580 00476 0092 0093 0261
POINTER 00001 000588 00478 0082 0114 0276 0284
POST0004 00001 00084E 00027 0029
PPl 00001 000000 00583 0084
PPlANS 00004 000010 00593 0094 0103
PPlC8UF 00004 000014 00594 0089
PPLECB 00004 000008 00591 0088
PPlECT 00004 000004 00590 0087
PPlPCl 00004 OOOOOC 00592 0091
PPlUPT 00004 000000 00589 0086
PPLUWA 00004 000018 00595
PREFIX 00001 000020 00499 0144
PUTl 00001 0003AA 00357 0230 0302 0350 0439
PUTLI 00001 000384 00346 0159 0323
PUTl2 00001 000396 00351 0154 0165 0305
CROSS-REFERENCE PAGE 3
SY",BOL LEN VALUE DEFN REFERENCES 8/10173
PUTL 21 00001 00039C 00353 0181 0206
PUTX 00001 000504 00466 0368
RESET08 00001 0003F4 00378 0167 0183 0208 0246
RESET18 00001 00041E 00387 0325
RETURN 00001 00028A 00260 0160 0255 0303 0306
RETURN 1 00001 000274 00251 0155 0166 0182 0207 0231 0440
SAVE 00004 000660 00490 0010 0292
SET08 00008 00072C 00509
SHR 00001 000008 00498 0172
SP1 00004 000738 00511 0191
SP2 00004 00073C 00512 0192
STU08 00001 000754 00515 0142 0172 0195 0239
STATt 8 00001 00077A 00527 0392
SYSDA 00008 000784 00537 0194
SYSTN 00008 00079C 00534 0175 0396
SYSPRTNT 00008 0007AC 00536 0222 0242 0399
SYSUT3 00008 00078C 00532 0186 0253 0397
SYSUT4 00008 000794 00533 0398
TERM 00001 000200 00216
TEXT 00004 00052C 00474 0229 0298 0349 0356 0358 0438 0469
TEXT1 00080 000530 00475 0157 0178 0203 0227 0301 0321 0347 0352 0354 0436
TRK 00001 000080 00500 0197
TSODSN 00002 0006DC 00494 0170 0178
UALLOC 00001 00019E 00189 0211
ULINK 00001 00043C 00395 0249
UNTT08 00008 000724 00508 0194
UNPK 00008 0007C8 00539 0457 0458 0458 0459 0460 '"0
USErl 00001 00012C 00156 0151
UT3 00002 000700 00540 0188
UT4 00002 0007DA 00542
VPARM 00004 000584 00477 0090
NO STATEMENTS FLAGGED IN THIS ASSEMBLY
*STATISTICS* SOURCE RECORDS ISYSINI = 407 SOURCE RECORDS (SYSLIBI = 2576
*OPTIONS IN EFFECT* LIST. NOOECK. LOAD. NORENT. XREF, NOTEST. ALGN. OS, NOTERM. LINECNT = 60
602 PRINTED LINES
